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College announces
long-term
landscaping plans
by Jennifer Lacher
While the threat of snow is not yet completely gone — this is Maine, after
all — the trees are sporting fresh green buds and the frost heaves on Wood
Street are finally disappearing. Across the campus, students can be seen
sprawled on the quad soaking up the sun's first warm rays, or engaged in a
fierce game of Ultimate Frisbee. Ahh, the familiar signs of spring. Mean¬
while, plans are underway to give the campus a facelift.
Campus planners have approved preliminary landscaping plans that will
affect nearly every corner of the campus. Bernard Carpenter, treasurer and
vice president for financial affairs, is careful to note that the plans put forth
by the Halvorson Company, a landscape architectural firm out of Boston, are
not yet in the final stages of development. As the entire plan is expected to
take several years to complete, the finalization of more detailed plans is still
in progress.
Aside from the long-term nature of these plans, Carpenter explained that
the administration is still "wrestling with budgets" and trying to determine
the financial feasibility of these projects. "Bates has always been very careful
not to move ahead with projects until it should," he said.
There are essentially three stages to the landscaping project. The first is
the addition of stairs leading up to the plaza in front of Ladd Library. Car¬
penter is optimistic that this phase can begin soon, "hopefully this summer,
depending on what we can get by way of materials and when we can inter¬
rupt activities in that area." He expressed concern about interrupting the
flow of traffic from Chase Hall to the Quad, noting that the area would prob¬
ably be tom up for at least three months.
"We wouldn't want to start work [on the library] unless we can get it
Continued on Page 4

Preening the Puddle

... This drawing indicates proposed

landscaping changes to be made once construction on the new academic
building is completed. The most ambitious proposal is to make Lake
Andrews smaller (the black line shows the current shoreline) as part of
a continuing effort to improve the lake's water quality. Other target
areas for landscape redesign include Chase Hall and Ladd Library.
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Commencement honorees announced
by Erryl Parker
This year's senior class will graduate on
May 27, 1996. And just like every other class
that has made its way through four years at this
institution, the students that comprise the class
represent a large range and variety of interests
and cultural backgrounds.
To acknowledge this wide range, several
very accomplished individuals — Chinua
Achebe, Peter J. Gomes, Natalie Webber
Gulbrandsen, and Edward O. Wilson — repre¬
senting several different fields of study, will
convene at Commencement to address the fac¬
ulty, family, and friends of the Class of 1996.
The commencement speaker, Dr. Chinua
Achebe, who will be the honorary-degree re¬
cipient of Lift. D. (Doctor of Letters), has re¬
ceived international recognition for his poetry,
essays, and short stories and is one of the
world's most celebrated novelists. Things Fall
Apart (1958), his award-winning first novel,
established him as an African leader. He has
written subsequent novels which include Ar¬
row of God (1964) and Anthills of the Savan¬
nah (1987).
Achebe has received a number of awards,
including an UNESCO Fellowship and the Ni¬
gerian National Order of Merit, Nigeria's high-
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est honor for intellectual achievement. His
many accomplishments include being one of
the most widely discussed and read African
writers of his time.
Teaching has also played a major role in
Achebe's career. He has been appointed to
teaching positions at the Universities of Mas¬
sachusetts, Connecticut, and also to the Uni¬
versity of Nigeria, in addition to heading the
Voice of Nigeria for six years.
Peter J. Gomes '65, who will receive the
honorary-degree recipient of the D. D. (Doctor
of Divinity), has also taught several subjects
throughout his career, including Elizabethan
Puritanism, homiletics, worship, church music,
and the history of the ancient church and of the
African-American experience.
After he graduated from Bates, Gomes re¬
ceived his theological degree from Harvard
Divinity School. From 1968 to 1970 he taught
at the Tuskegee Institute, and in 1970 he was
appointed to Harvard's Memorial Church. In
1974, he was appointed to a position at Harvard
University, where he currently holds the posi¬
tion of Plummer Professor of Christian Morals
and minister in the Memorial Church.
Throughout his career, Gomes has served
as Trustee of a number of institutes, including
the New England Conservatory, Wellesley Col¬
lege, and PBS, and for more than twenty years
he served as a trustee of Bates College. He has

been recognized as one of the nation's most in¬
fluential preachers and remains a steadfast'
voice of conscience.
Natalie Webber Gulbrandsen '42, the hon¬
orary-degree recipient of L. L. D. (Doctor of
Laws), is the president of the International As¬
sociation for Religious Freedom, which is a
worldwide establishment that joins leadership
from 83 member faith groups in 36 nations. The
main goal of this London-based organization
is to promote human rights, interreligious co¬
operation, peace and justice, in addition to
fighting religious oppression. The organization
accomplishes this by conducting and perform¬
ing interfaith dialogues and cultural exchanges.
In addition to being the president of the Inter¬
national Association for Religious Freedom,
Gulbrandsen has also served as an officer of
many civil groups based in Wellesley, Massa¬
chusetts; has taken the position of moderator
of the Unitarian Universalist Association; and
has acted as president of the Boston Bates
Alumnae Club from 1966 to 1969.
Edward O. Wilson, the honorary-degree recipi¬
ent of D. Sc. (Doctor of Science), is renowned
for his great accomplishments in his field of
study. As entomologist, evolutionary biologist,
naturalist, and professor, over the past 40 years
Wilson has been named one of the most proPeter J. Gomes
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ductive and original scientists.
Wilson is also the author of several classic sci¬
entific textbooks, which include The Insect So¬
cieties (1971), and Sociobiology: The New Syn¬
thesis (1975), and his also his autobiography,
Naturalist, and is also known for his Pulitzer
Prize-winning studies On Human Nature and
The Ants.
Throughout his career Wilson has been the re¬
cipient of several other awards and prizes, in¬
cluding the National Medal of Science, the Phi
Beta Kappa Science Prize, the Audubon Medal,
and the International Wildlife Medal. He has
also won several Ecology Prizes for his research.
Wilson specializes in the work and study of
animal behavior, conservation, and
biodiversity. His probing into the field of so¬
ciobiology in the 1970s, especially in the "na¬
ture-nurture" debate, has overturned many
formerly unassailable positions in the scientific
realm.
Mstislav Rostropovich was recognized earlier
this year at the Founders' Day Convocation
ceremony on April 2. He is a 1996 recipient of
the degree Doctor of Humane Letters.
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When working at Bates becomes a family affair
Employee status proves a determinant
of leave policies’ application

by David Kociemba

by Gabe Fried
You may think that debate over a mater¬
nity leave policy would fall under the heading
of gender concerns. At Bates, however, this hot
topic more prominently presents an issue of
class.
Or at least it does in terms of the College's
prioritization among its employees. While
standard campus rhetoric would suggest that
Bates views each member of its community
equally, the current policy ostensibly represent¬
ing maternity leave — that of short term dis¬
ability — indicates otherwise.
As it stands now, Bates' policy suggests
different attitudes toward child-rearing for the
salaried faculty than it does for both profes¬
sional and administrative hires and those on
campus paid at an hourly rate. All groups are
entitled to the federally mandated 12 weeks of
unpaid leave with full benefits. However, fac¬
ulty members are additionally entitled to a
semester's worth of paid disability leave, while
all other campus workers — from librarians to
dishwashers — are only able to utilize accu¬
mulated sick-leave, which accrues in units of
four hours monthly for full-time workers and
cannot exceed a total of 30 days, as stated in
Section III, Parts N. 3 & 4 of the Bates College
Employee Handbook.
According to the President's office, the re¬
vision of this policy was recommended this past
winter in the report from his Commission on
the Status of Women, and is in fact being re¬
viewed by the ad hoc Benefits Committee,
which will, in turn, make a recommendation
to the President's office by August.
President Harward indicated that it was
the goal of the Benefits Committee to devise a
policy which deals equitably with all employ¬
ees at Bates. "The policy, as it stands now, is
not reflective of the atmosphere and ideas that
Bates would like to project," he said, adding
that it was his plan to bring the level of ben¬
efits for support staff up to the level of the fac¬
ulty.
In the absence of a more encompassing
policy, however, Bates' lower salaried employ¬
ees — its support staff — is faced with an ago¬
nizing question: Can I afford to take unpaid
leave in order to have a child? Up until this
point, having children for hourly employees
has often been contingent on the understand¬
ing and compassion of supervisors, who may
or may not be flexible in establishing how soon
and how frequently someone must return to
work after becoming — through childbirth,
adoption, or otherwise — a parent.
Sarah Potter, director of the Bates Book¬
store, member of the Benefits Committee, and
mother of three, was lucky. She was an hourly
employee when she had her first two children,
the most tenuous of positions at the College.
This was before Bates had any maternity leave
policy at all.
But, she explained, "The College was as
generous to me as it could have been given
there was no policy in place. The College un¬
officially gave me one week off, since I didn't
have enough sick-time to pass as maternity
leave."
This generosity included a gradual immer¬
sion back into the workplace. But that didn't
remove the understanding that it didn't have
to be that easy.
"I resented the fact that a faculty member,
in my perception, was seen as more essential
to the College," Potter explained. "The way it

Gender equity, or lack thereof, is an issue in
maternity and paternity leave policies

seems is that here's a group who deserves this
[benefit] and here's a group that doesn't."
As a result, Potter elaborated, many
women are reluctant to get pregnant because

When David Cummiskey, professor of
philosophy, and his spouse, Sarah Conly, then
a lecturer of philosophy, decided to have their
first child in 1989, Bates College's employment

of what she termed "job-security fear." It's a
case, she said, of "management by personal¬
ity," where employees, if they want time off,
"have to argue with a supervisor about what
was fair."
Continuing, Potter explained that there is
"simply a different culture for what faculty do,
and it's hard to explain that to the hourly staff."
The faculty, for example, work in semes¬
ter-long increments that include a three-month
summer vacation and a Short Term which is
easily skirted via a heavier load during the rest
of the academic year. Hourly staff generally
does not have this seasonal luxury; it is less
clear when an appropriate time to have a child
would be.
Potter admitted that because of this type

leave policy had an important effect on how
they were going to raise that child.
"The effect of the policy was that Sarah, if
we were going to get paid, had to take care of
the baby, because of the fact that the [paid] leave
was linked to childbirth," said Cummiskey.
Currently, Bates College disability policy
allows for a paid childbirth leave for up to six
months for faculty members, 30 work days for
all other employees. This leave is available only
to the individual who delivered the child.
In 1995, Bates College modified its sick
time policy to enable employees to take an un¬
paid child-rearing leave, or use up to six weeks
of accumulated paid sick time. This unpaid
leave applies to employees who adopt or care
for a foster child.
The Benefits Committee, an ad hoc com¬
mittee created in 1989, has reconvened this year

Continued on Page 6

to examine options in medical insurance. One
issue the committee will cover is to look into a
provision for childbirth leave for either sex, said
Judith Bergevin, the committee's convener and
Bates' director of personnel.
According to Bergevin; the paternity leave
currently being considered at Bates College
likely would act much like existing federal and
state policies, except that it would extend an
eight week period of paid leave to professional,
administrative and support staff beyond accu¬
mulated for sick time or vacation.
Both the state and the federal government
have a Family Medical Leave policy that cov¬
ers childbirth for both sexes. These policies al¬
low for unpaid leaves, of 10 weeks duration
under the state policy and 12 weeks under the
federal plan.
"Essentially, the leave mandates which
parent is going to take care of the child, or you
take a really big financial shot," said
Cummiskey. "But, in fact, that's irrational.
You're taking on this child, which is a really
big new expense. You're not going to cut your
salary by taking an unpaid leave."
This concern is particularly potent for less
affluent employees of the college, said Martha
Crunkleton, dean of the faculty.
"Now that the use of sick time has been
extended to include care for family members, I
hope this has helped the situation," said Judith
Bergevin, director of personnel.
Having a baby can also be a professional
hardship for employees at Bates College.
For example, faculty members who have
children face curtailed travel opportunities and
a reduction in time for scholarship and advis¬
ing, said Crunkleton.
"Depending on the infrastructure female
faculty have in their lives, she may be able to
do those things with greater ease or not," said
Crunkleton. "It really depends on that infra¬
structure."
Some Bates workers are able to find other
means to stay home and take an equal part in
caring for their newborn babies. Cummiskey
was able to take a leave for other purposes and
stay at home to care for his second child, while
Conly worked.
"I don't like the message that the policy
sends to the Bates student body," said
Cummiskey. "Female faculty take maternity
leaves and male faculty don't. In some cases
the man takes a leave, but it won't be a mater¬
nity leave. It'll be a sabbatical or a grant leave
of some sort."
The current leave policy also poses unique
problems for homosexual partners who are
employed at Bates College. Those partners who
choose to adopt can receive only unpaid leave,
and artificial insemination restricts the paid
benefits to the individual who delivers the
child. Neither Bergevin or Crunkleton had
heard of same-sex partners who had applied
for benefits under the current policy.
Cummiskey added that he believes that the
students see the current leave policy as an
asymmetric policy. Either they might find that
objectionable, or that it promotes certain social
and cultural messages that the institution
wouldn't want to reinforce in its students, he
said.
"The whole purpose of having leaves is to
help employees adjust to changes in their lives,
and to come back to work," wrote Bergevin in
a statement. "Whatever the cost of the leave, it
Continued on Page 5
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Down-to-earth landscaping
Multi-phase plan still in preliminary stages

by Jennifer Lacher
The parents of Phil Otis '95
recently announced that they
A'ere giving the College a sub¬
stantial financial gift in memory
i>f their son who died earlier this
year. Ron Joyce, vice president
for development and alumni af¬
fairs, explained that the gift
would be bestowed in the form
rf a permanent endowment with
:he income to be used only for
:he study of the environment,
oyce clarified that the money is
not going to help fund the Envi'onmental Studies program per
se, but to fund the study of the
snvironment in a variety of
ways.
"Phil had a very strong in¬
rerest in the environment," Joyce
;xplained, "and his family wants
:o honor his interest by providng the College with some discre¬
ionary funds."
A committee, convened by
Vlartha Crunkleton, dean of the
Faculty, is working to generate
deas for how the money can be
rut to use. Joyce explained that
litis' family required that part of
:he income from the endowment
50 to sponsor an environmental
ecture series in their son's name
ach year. The rest of the money,
hough, can be spent in a way
deemed appropriate by the Colege.
The committee has disussed the idea of creating an
Dtis Fellowship that would pro¬
vide a stipend to a student planring to do environmental re¬
search. This plan has not yet
reen approved by the committee,
rut Joyce mentioned that the
rommittee is trying to finalize
heir plans so that the lecture se'ies and the fellowship would be
n place for the 1996-97 school
year.
Additionally, there are plans
:o erect a permanent memorial in
Phil's name. Carl Straub, profes¬
sor of religion, explained that a
granite memorial will be placed
n the pine grove behind Smith
and Adams Halls facing Lake
Andrews.
Throughout his studies at
3ates, Phil was committed to the
study of environmental ethics
and the relationship that existed
Detween humankind and the
natural world. Straub, who
served as Phil's thesis advisor,
feels the memorial appropriately
■eflects and honors these inter■sts.
Straub described the memo'ial as "subtle and understated,"
:ommenting that the memorial is
meant to provide a modest
ipace where students and others
ran come and sit on the shore of
f,ake Andrews and spend some
ime in reflection or quiet conver¬
sation with one another."

Continued from Page 1
done for September," Carpenter said.
Still, Carpenter is confident that if
construction begins soon, the work
can be completed by fall.
The second phase of the project
is to landscape and redesign the
space in front of Chase Hall in an ef¬
fort to connect Chase Hall to the rest
of the campus. TJiis would include
creating a "plaza" to replace the cur¬
rent steps leading up to Chase and
redirecting the path leading away
from Chase to meet up with the pro¬
posed steps to the Ladd Library
plaza.
"The biggest reason for the pro¬
posed change is to find a new home
for the oak tree outside of the current
entrance," Carpenter explained, say¬
ing that the tree is too big for the
space and the tree blocks the view
between Chase Hall and the Quad.
Without the tree there, however, Car¬
penter said that there would be a

Just following the red brick path into the future, here's looking at the likely plaza
construction outside of Chase Hall, as one would approach it...

"What we have right
now is an overview
that we're pretty
comfortable with...
[but] overall the plan
is on hold."

,

Bernard Carpenter,
treasurer and vicepresident for financial
affairs

need to create a place for people to
gather and a place that would be at¬
tractive and welcoming.
The third and final phase of the
plan is centered around Lake
Andrews. Carpenter explained that
it is this stage which is most indefi¬
nite in terms of what will be done and
when work will begin, as much of the
planning is dependent on other
projects that will be ongoing over the
course of the next few years, such as
the construction of the new academic
building and the relocation of the
maintenance facility and heating
plant.
"What we have right now is an
overview that we're pretty comfort¬
able with," Carpenter commented,
admitting that, "[while] we have
agreed on the concept, overall, the
plan is on hold."
This third phase is really com¬
prised of several smaller projects,
namely renovations to the amphithe¬
ater at Olin, landscaping plans for the
area around the new academic build¬
ing, and improvements to Lake
Andrews. The changes outside Olin
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and leave from it. The addition of steps leading up to Ladd Library would provide
a more direct route from Chase Hall to the other building.

will depend on what happens to-Lake
Andrews. The plans call for pulling
the current shoreline in from its
present location (indicated by the
black line) as part of an ongoing ef¬
fort to make the lake healthier.
According to Carpenter, the
need to revamp Lake Andrews may
not be as great in the future, as sev¬
eral changes have already taken place
which may contribute to the lake's
quality. As the central heating plant
has been relocated, the smokestack
is no longer in use and does not con¬
tribute to the lake's problems. Simi¬
larly, efforts have been made to use

MM ftf,

more environmentally-friendly fertil¬
izers on Garcelon Field, so runoff
from the football field will be less of
a problem in the future, as well.
Once it has been determined
what changes will need to be made
to Lake Andrews, the College can
move ahead with plans to revamp
the amphitheater. This would in¬
volve terracing the area to provide
additional, as well as more func¬
tional, seating in the area.
The last part of this phase is the
landscaping around the new aca¬
demicbuilding. Carpenter estimated
that this will not begin until the turn

of the century, when construction on
the new building itself is completed.
Ultimately, Carpenter said,
Andrews Road will become
"Andrews Walk" as the road will be
closed to vehicular traffic in a few
years. Other changes indicated on
the drawings show a reduction in the
amount of parking behind Lane Hall
and the addition of a new parking
area north of Page Hall on College
Street.
Carpenter noted that if a park¬
ing area were to be developed here,
it would not affect the area of the field
used for athletic practices.
> ’ii
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Tenure appeals cases to be settled
At this point they’re in the Trustees’ hands
by Josh Popichak
Future historians of Bates Col¬
lege may look back upon the 1995-96
academic year and note the contro¬
versy generated within the college
community following the decision of
the Board of Trustees not to grant ten¬
ure to two of the faculty members
under consideration for the receipt of
that designation. The decisions,
handed down by the Board in late
January, have resulted in two appeals
filed by the faculty members who are
seeking reconsideration of their
cases.
As outlined in Article VI of the
Faculty Handbook of Bates College,
there are three reasons under which

a faculty member may file an appeal.
The first reason is a violation of the
College's established rules and pro¬
cedures. The second is a violation of
process resulting in an infringement
upon the academic freedom of the
faculty member, and the third is a
violation of Bates' affirmative action
policy. The allegation of any such
violation is necessarily an assertion
on the part of the appellant that the
school's policies have been in some
way breached by either the Faculty
Committee on Personnel or the Board
of Trustees.
Composed of the President and
the Dean of Faculty (both of whom
sit ex officio) and six members of the
faculty elected to serve three-year,
overlapping terms, the duties of the

Faculty Committee on Personnel are
multifaceted and include making
recommendations to the President
regarding matters of tenure. The
President, in conjunction with the
Board of Trustees, then considers the
recommendations that have been
made and either approves or denies
them based on the evidence that has
been submitted and reviewed.
The merits of the decision that
is ultimately reached spark consid¬
erable debate among Bates students,
staff, faculty, and alumni.
On rare occasions, appeals may
be filed. The rarity of such actions
is not to be undervalued. As Martha
Crunkleton, dean of faculty, stated,
"There hadn't been any appeals in
the five years I've been here until

this year."
When an appeal is filed it is sub¬
mitted to the Dean of Faculty, who in
turn submits it to the President. It is
then the President's duty to request
the Chair of the Board of Fellows to
convene the three-member Trustee
Review Committee, which considers
all tenure appeals and ultimately de¬
termines whether or not there is suffi¬
cient evidence to warrant reconsidera¬
tion of a particular case.
"The rules say it is helpful if at
least one member of the Committee
has worked or is currently working in
academics," stated Crunkleton. "We
are fortunate in that all three members
of the current Committee are involved
in such work."
The Trustee Review Committee

has 75 days from the time an appeal
is filed to meet and reach a decision
on it. The deadline for filing an ap¬
peal this year was March 26, so ac¬
cording to this time frame the ex¬
pected decisions will be made by
mid-June.
Crunkleton expressed sympathy
for those eagerly anticipating the de¬
cisions. "It's an important issue that
many students are concerned with,"
she said but emphasized the lack of
participation she, the President, and
the Committee on Personnel play in
the process. "The information is
theirs to do with it as they see fit,"
she concluded, in summation of the
responsibilities of the Trustee Review
Committee.

Alumni facilitate life after Bates Hey baby - maternity,
paternity leave policies
by Michelle Wong

Add up four years of your life,
receipts totaling a figure with five
zeros to pay for a major part of it, and
a diploma from Bates, and what do
you have? Besides the challenge of
having to face a new "reality" (un¬
less you're on the five-year plan), it
can be the whole world and you just
trying to carve your little niche in it.
Or your big niche, as it were.
Whatever the case, you don't
have to go at it alone. "I think it's
important," said Scott Steinberg '86,
director of alumni relations, "for
alumni and current students to know
that there are that there are 15,000
Bates people out there who are will¬
ing to help them both personally and
professionally."
Every one of these 15,000 former
Bates students belongs to the Alumni
Association by virtue of graduating
from the institution. The association
functions as a liaison between alumni
and the College, and among the
alumni themselves.
Having gone through Bates and
life after Bates themselves, alumni are
able and most likely ready and will¬
ing to help young graduates with
their transition from college to life
outside of Bates' undergraduate aca¬
demic haven. But, said Arlene
Wignall Nickerson '63, a member-atlarge of the Alumni Council and
mother of Amanda Nickerson '94, the
Association can use all of the help
and feedback it can get to grow in
effectiveness and in strength.
Steinberg agreed and empha¬
sized the importance of the College's
11-member Alumni Council. In
terms of keeping alumni in touch
with each other, and then reporting
back to Bates, Steinberg said, "That's
why the Council is so important.
They [its members] allow us to be
vital [on campus] without working
in a vacuum."
And as other institutions'
fundraisers and networking have

proven, there is strength in alliances,
and in numbers. The premise for
Bates' alumni relations poses no ex¬
ceptions: as the Office of Career Ser¬
vices has been known to plug, alumni
are valuable social and career re¬
sources. They are also sources of ser¬
vice to the College.
"Connection" is a buzzword
that Nickerson used to describe one
major goal in current concerted
alumni efforts to serve each other and
their alma mater via programs,
events, and designed especially for
Bates graduates.
The two biggest on-campus
alumni events are Reunion and Back
to Bates. There are also 35 Bates clubs
around the world, in United States
cities like (surprise, surprise) Boston,
Hartford, New York City, and Wash¬
ington, D.C. Overseas, there are also
clubs in Japan, France and the United
Kingdom.
According to Steinberg, the
clubs sponsor educational, cultural
and athletic events. For example,
during 1995-96, the Boston Bates
Club scheduled twelve casual events
including Pub Nights, a trip to the
ballet, a museum tour, and plans to
attend
Boston
Pops
and
Merrimanders/Deansmen concerts.
Beyond fun, however, the
Alumni Association serves the Col¬
lege in a multitude of ways.
Steinberg noted that giving to
the college is not defined as an ex¬
clusively monetary activity.
Besides donating to campaigns,
philanthropy can take the form of
volunteering as a Bates Club orga¬
nizer or as a Reunion Social Commit¬
tee organizer.
Additionally, members of the
Alumni-in-Admissions Network act
as interviewers, college fair represen¬
tatives, liaisons between high schools
and the College, and as a reference
to prospective students. An esti¬
mated 1,100 alumni are currently
helping to reign in each year's incom¬
ing class.
Alumni also comprise one of the

Office of Career Services' greatest
assets, and they are encouraged to
help out fellow Bates students and
alumni by informing the OCS of in¬
ternships, company recruiting, and
employment notices.
Steinberg advised young
alumni to keep in touch with the
College in terms of updating ad¬
dresses, et cetera; to keep in touch
with their class through their class
letter; and "to think about how you
might best volunteer your time to
Bates." He also asked them to "think
about volunteering for the OCS as a
counselor, [and to] seriously con¬
sider making a donation to the an¬
nual fund, even if it's a token gift."

Steinberg expressed the
Alumni Office's appreciation for
any donations, noting that they are
important not only to fund the Col¬
lege, but to express alumni satisfac¬
tion, as it is simply determined by
annual college rankings such as
those devised by U.S. News and
World Report. "The Office won't
laugh," he said. In cases like this
one, it is the number of gifts that is
important.
Nickerson acknowledges that
not every recent graduate might not
be ready to donate either time or
money to Bates, for whatever rea¬
son. She can understand this herself,
for it took her years to put her Bates
experience into perspective and to
come back to the College.
Now, though, she reflected that
"a lot of alumni of Bates have a
warm feeling ... [but] maybe not
right away. Sometimes it takes time.
But," she continued, "the College
does care, and the alumni network
has a long way to go."
Alumni relations, like college
relations, are works in constant
progress.
"The College has a lot to offer
us, if we want to access it,"
Nickerson said. "If we only knew
what alumni wanted, we could just
match it."

Continued from Page 3
is not as costly as losing good people."
Bergevin estimated that the costs
for replacing employees ran into the
thousands of dollars, factoring in costs
from advertising, telephoning, travel
and lodging, and lost time.
According to Crunkleton, some
faculty members question whether the
current disability leave for childbirth
is equitable. They argue that it is a
fringe benefit which not all can gain,
while no comparable offsetting ben¬
efit is available.
While the costs of implementing
a paid childbirth leave for either gen¬
der have yet to be determined,
Cummiskey believes there are tan¬
gible benefits to such a policy in the
classroom.
"As a faculty member, I've
learned a lot taking care of a young
child—about the psychology of moral
development, dealing with issues sur¬
rounding work and family, all sorts of
things," said Cummiskey. "I'd say it
had a big impact, even in my more

abstract courses."
Crunkleton discounted whether
a generous leave policy would net
Bates a competitive advantage in
landing or attracting applicants. She
cited the lack of career opportunities
in the surrounding area for the
spouse of the applicant, the absence
of a nearby research institution and
the comparatively high teaching load
as the top reasons she heard from
applicants who turn down Bates job
offers.
The glut of applicants resulting
from a poor job market also ensures
that the "generous" benefits package
is not a primary consideration, said
Crunkleton.
Cummiskey disagreed, stating
that he knew that it had helped Bates
College hire female faculty in the
past.
"I think we get a competitive
advantage by having a generous
maternity leave policy," Cummiskey
said. "When you're hiring female
faculty, it's something you can push.
It's a sign when it's only pushed
when you're hiring female faculty."

The Bates Student

is currently
accepting application for the
following paid positions for the
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Forum Editor
Photography Editor
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Capital Campaign: Alumni giving rate np
Bates has already netted more
than $48 million
by Jennifer Lacher
To seniors, this time of year
means graduation is just around the
corner. To underclass students, sum¬
mer vacation is only weeks away. To
many people in Lane Hall, the end
of the fiscal year is drawing closer,
and while this means headaches for
some, Ron Joyce and the staff in the
Development Office have reason to
celebrate.
While the official end of the
Capital Campaign is not for another
eight months, Joyce reported that the
College has already raised in excess
of $48 million, a figure which sug¬
gests that by the Campaign's end,
fundraisers will have exceeded the
$50 million goal.
Joyce also noted that he is very
excited by the response elicited by
the challenges that have been issued
and anticipates that by the end of the
year the alumni giving rate will have
increased from 39% to 47%.

Joyce commented that it is "very
rare to see so great an increase in
alumni participation in just one
year." He attributed this jump to
both the challenges and to the posi¬
tive publicity the College has re¬
ceived, both in Barron's publications
and in U.S. News & World Report
rankings over the course of the last
year or so. These elements, Joyce
said, "have worked marvelously to
encourage some new and increased
gifts." In fact, Joyce reported that,
overall, gifts to the College are up
60% from last year.
Other milestones include a
record amount of giving to the Par¬
ents' Annual Fund and what is shap¬
ing up to be a record-breaking An¬
nual Alumni Fund — and
fundraisers still have until June 30
when the fiscal year ends. Similarly,
40% of the members of the senior
class have contributed to the Senior
Class Gift, and Joyce said that if that
figure reaches 50%, another record
will be set.

The Bates Campaign: Building the Future
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Maternity leave policies differ according to employee status
Continued from Page 3
of disparity, it was not until she be¬
came a salaried employee that she felt
comfortable in the workplace.
"I began to think of [my] job as
a whole," she said, adding that, after
this effective promotion, she felt that
"no one was watching over my
shoulder." This would seem to
present serious issues of morale for
hourly-employees.
Potter indicated that, at least rhe¬
torically, the climate surrounding
short-term leave has changed since
President Harward's arrival five
years ago, and that the issues of class
are ones the College has decided to
address.
However, said Paula Matthews,
associate librarian at Ladd Library,
"This is rhetorical support, not fiscal
support."
Matthews pointed to the issue of
leave as one at odds with the inclu¬
sive, egalitarian setting that Bates
promotes^ "It's a way in which the
campus community has never sup¬
ported the classless, caste-less soci¬
ety that Bates would like to project,"
she explained. "The women with the
best benefits are the women who are

paid the most money."
supplement exclusively for the Rock¬ Lewiston-Auburn area.)
Emphatically, Matthews added,
ing Horse day care center on College
The stipend, though, fails to ac¬
"Bates has never taken the responsi¬
Street, an institution which ulti¬ count for those who prefer to care for
bility of institutionally supported
mately proved unsatisfactory to fac¬ their children at home or whose chil¬
child-care seriously."
ulty members, the College currently dren are cared for by a family mem¬
By means of substantiation,
offers a sliding stipend to be used at ber. In addition, said Matthews, an
Matthews said that the notable lack
any registered day care center. This on-campus day care center would
of pregnant
promote.Bates as a
women
on
familial, commu¬
campus — out¬
nal setting, a ben¬
side of faculty
"It's a way in which the campus community efit which would
members — is
far outweigh the
indicative of a
has never supported the classless, caste-less
costs and potential
campus imbal¬
logistical prob¬
society that Bates would like to project. The
ance. "In terms
lems.
of having a re¬
To Matthews, the
women with the best benefits are the women
ality check, all
spirit of Bates cur¬
you see on
rent policies for
who are paid the most money."
campus are 18leave and day care
22 year olds,
is unsatisfactory.
and faculty. I
She cited one Bates
Paula Matthews,
like to see the
hourly worker
associate
librarian
[younger] kids
who had to take
skateboarding
out loans in order
around, for ex¬
to receive postna¬
ample. It opens up new opportuni¬
stipend is based on family income tal hospital care, "which she had to
ties to visually change the demo¬
and number of children as a means pay off... like car payments. It has
graphics on campus."
of child support. Its institution stems always been an issue of money. Hav¬
In this regard, Matthews is criti¬
from the consensus of an employee ing children is expensive and the per¬
cal of the absence of a day-care cen¬
poll taken over three years ago, a
ception that one group, the faculty,
ter on campus, as exists at both Colby
finding which reflected the geo¬ is more privileged is damaging [to
and Bowdoin, and at many New En¬
graphically varied living situations of morale]."
gland schools similar to Bates.
Bates employees. (35% of the sup¬
"It's divisive," she concluded.
After a period of providing a
port staff live outside of the greater "The faculty benefits are so clearly

superior.
The lack of paid leave may be
felt by salaried non-faculty, but
clearly the greatest economic crush
is for hourly employees who are
looking to start families. As a cam¬
pus-wide issue, this instance of
classism draws continual attention,
albeit not across the board.
As Potter put it, "There's no
united front." There are pockets of
women faculty members who are
consistent advocates for lower-paid
Bates workers, but, by in large,
"there's the perception — whether or
not it's true — that faculty members
gave up on the issue."
But be that as it may, this is an
issue of policy, and therefore it will
require administrative initiative.
Whether or not there is a more equi¬
table policy adopted in the fall, as
President Harward has suggested,
remains to be seen. The current dia¬
logue between the President's Office,
the Personnel Office, and the Benefits
Committee, is — at least rhetorically
— leaning in that direction.
In terms of this particular issue,
major revisions must be made,
though, and major financial invest¬
ments must also be made, to remove
class from among the "-isms'" at
Bates.

The Spudent goes satirical next week and everyone’s
fair game. And yon thought assassin was bad.
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Footloose Freedom: a hitchhiker's journal
Philosophical and literary meanderings through American roadways
by Jeremy Bjeningstall

cated every day.
Since everyone needs to go somewhere, I set
HERE DOWN ON DARK EARTH
out for there, picking what seemed like a natural
before we all go to Heaven
destination, that being the middle of nowhere. It
VISIONS OF AMERICA
would
be a 220-mile trek to see a friend of mine, to
All that hitchhikin
see a road, and to maybe see some dinosaurs,
All that railroadin
though they haven't been known to roam these
All that coming back
parts in quite a while.
to America
-Jack Kerouac
My nowhere would be a place called
After reading a few too many novels romantic of Worthington, which is really somewhere out there
and not much of anywhere. Hopping on the 42B
the Americas' past and present, sympathetic to adventure
at 1:47,1 set off towards Burnsville with the plan
and wild with spontaneity, I decided to set out oh the road
being
to hop off by the highway and catch a ride
to find out where it went, and to look for the notion they call
and take things from there, catch 'em as they come
these states, thinking there might be something out grazing
'cause they can't stay long.
in the great beyond, perhaps an old buffalo with a coat of
Sitting on the greenish-brown colored seats
wisdom. Having been around
of the rickety old thing, and thinking
planes and trains and automo¬
they perhaps could use a new inte¬
biles and even buses and birior decorator, I started off reading
cycles before, and having
Instinct came, and told Jack's words of wisdom, important
found some and not nearly
knowledge like "what is this universe
enough, I decided to try some¬
me it was time to go but
a lot of waves," glancing up to
thing different and to take off
some countryside. Outside I
with no means of transporta¬
on the road, as I had catch
saw
swamps
and meadows and
tion but to just sort of take
been in one place for things and everything green, and
things as they come, just sort
hadn't even hardly started yet. No an¬
of float on by, drifting, free
nearly two weeks and ger, no fear, just life as is. The bus
without restraints, constraints,
rolled on and people shouted ques¬
or any of the other popular
been in another place tions at the driver not realizing that
models. Meaning, I was go¬
he was playing deaf and the bus
ing to be doing a lot of hitch¬
for nearly twenty
rolled on.
hiking.

years...
Now, some might say
_
Rocking amidst the camou¬
hitchhiking is a dangerous line
flage wearing headphones, black
of activity, and I wouldn't nec¬
essarily disagree. With all the Freaks and Fanatics you have woman wearing "DARE to keep kids off drugs,"
bunch of kids with a bunch of colored barrettes,
running around today, just about anything is likely to con¬
old lady that kept glancing at her watch, I was
tain some element of risk. First and foremost among those
missed my signal. A few more cars passed, and I couldn't
spinning every which direction, and felt like the carnival of a
risks, though, is that you'll come to assume you have to ac¬
cept the world that's laid out For you- never realizing that cosmic landscape. I was hopping up and down with an over¬ believe that the radio stations were so bad that people had to
be changing all the time, and suspected it had something to
load of chloroplast, looking all around, on a search for some¬
for every real danger, you create ten with your own mind.
do with that new grunge rock thing. I kept my thumb up,
When it comes down to it, the most dangerous part thing but nothing, kind of like what a Steinbeck guy was
anticipating that surely there was someone that was going
talking about once. I think they may have thought I was crazy,
about hitchhiking is not the risks to your body—it's the risks
to give me a ride. I had come out for adventure, and I wasn't
to your mind. You taste Freedom, and it becomes a little dif¬ but I didn't notice, as I was quite busy and had no time to
going to get any adventure on the side of some no-account
attend to such matters. I was concentrating on looking for
ficult to let it go. You see the possibilities. The TV set no
road right outside the city.
adventure inside this run-down excuse for public transpor¬
longer allures; and the encouraged frame of thought no
So I waited. And I waited. And I waited, and I waited
tation, and I could smell it in the wind passing through, even
longer contains the same magic.
and I waited some more, and I learned that waitthough
the
windows
were.closed.
You see a new world out there, one in which
— ing is a pretty boring thing to do. And I saw lots of
A
heavy
scent
of
fried
chicken
there's room to do something on the spur of a moment, to
cars pass by.
permeated the air, and I don't think
Not quite
Find out what you can do, to go somewhere without know¬
that
it
was
really
related,
but
it
was
ing where, to talk to a stranger as if they weren't a stranger,
knowing the
After I'd sat with my thumb out for about
to blaze across the sky looking for a piece of thunder, room there, so I bdtter note it down. Out¬
side
a
sign
said
"Sweet
Com"
by
what
an hour, and my arm began to ache, then grew posi¬
to roar, room to spin, room to Fly—room to live life simply
looked like a bunch of lettuce. And we technique, figured tively sore, then simply numb, I began to think that
because you're not going to have it Forever.
there wasn't nobody that was going to come. In
Last summer, I decided to set off and to see for myself kept on going down the road, and I
it was simple
the meantime, I saw a state trooper driving by and
what it was like to be free from the hindrances of conven¬ missed my stop.
Although I had been searchin' for enough, so I curled wondered whether you were supposed to be hitch¬
tional society. My quest began with falling out of bed; it
a place called nowhere, I had not quite
hiking, with all those rules and regulations they
ended with a concussion and a crazy journey with an Aus¬
expected to get there this quickly. No¬ my fingers, let my have nowadays, what with you can't even drive
tralian drifter. In between, a few things happened.
where was a big condo complex with
down the road without paying some kind of toll
It is those things that are too often Forgotten. For we
thumb out, and and
golf courses, little playgrounds, sports
can't even sleep under a roof without mort¬
are bom, we die- but how often do we think about what
cars and all, and I knew I had to get
gaging
life. In any case, he didn't give me a
comes in between? I don't know. This is just a story about
stretched it out ride, andyour
out of there, even if it meant a hike. I
then I knew that he didn't like Seattle ei¬
hitchhiking.
walked some and got to the highway,
towards the road. ther.
As I sat there and stood in the middle of
Instinct came, and told me it was time to go on the and it was Highway 13, and that is
when I knew I would be set, 'cause
nowhere
and baked in the sun like one of those
road, as I had been in one place for nearly two weeks and
13 happens to be a lucky number.
cheap Duncan Hines cakes that don't come to nothing good
been in another place for nearly twenty years, and it is then
but just sort of wither and crumble and burn, making you
I knew that it was time to go to off to another place. Moving
Crossing over to the south-bound side of the road, wonder how they ever done them photographs and making
quickly, I grabbed the necessities- a pair of boxers, a pair of
over by the lettuce called com, I got ready to make a big move.
you think that you could do better if you just mixed some
socks, a t-shirt, Kerouac's Scattered Poems, a notebook and
Not quite knowing the technique, figured it was simple
flour and some chocolate milk, and as I was wondering
my Walkman—throwing them in my patched backpack,
enough, so I curled my fingers, let my thumb out, and
whether I was going to just have to go back to the bus stop
dashed out the door Knowing death to be coming soon, as
stretched it out towards the road. The first car came down
and wait for an hour and then pay a dollar to take another
we all die someday, some would say that it would be best to
rickety bus home, with that being the end of my hitchhiking
grasp a gasp of air before it happened, even if it were full of the road and drive right on by without so much as a pause,
and I knew that it was a mistake of course, that they must
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and methane. I don't know
Continued on page 8.
have been changing the radio stations or something and
much about such things, but I do like becoming more edu¬
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Escaping the City: Keronac and Fried Eyeballs
Continued from page 7.
adventure, and as I was thinking that it didn't seem like no
one was ever going to pick me up, and that it seemed like
everybody was too busy or just didn't care that I was stuck
out here and needing only a ride from somebody that was
going in that direction anyways, which made me feel all
downhearted and depressed, like all the action had been used
up and now all we in the modern age can do is read about it
then hear it analyzed on CNN, along comes this little grey
car that pulls over at the side of the road.

junk. Pulling over, he hurls a heap of junk in the back, and
tells me he can get me to a truck stop down the road where I
stand a better chance of getting a ride and it sounded good
to me. He said he lived in his car and from the looks of it he
did, but then later on he said he lived in Lakeville so you had
to kind of wonder. Over the radio they were discussing the
Susan Smith trial everybody a legal expert, and I thought
what with a million lawyers did you need anymore, and that
I'd rather just go and climb off and live in a cave, as long as it
was one with lots of fiddle players.

did I know that the excitement was just getting going.

Before long, I was picked up by a couple of reck¬
less young kids in a big green sedan with a guitar in the back.
They had this radar detector in the front that kept going off,
must've been adapted to react to high humidity, and they
were concerned about something, maybe that a) their car was
stolen, b) they were moving drugs, or c) they were on the
run from the law, cause whenever a cop came in the vicinity,
they got out of the area fast, but their concern about getting
pulled over didn't stop them from making U-turns every
which way and driving on the wrong side of the road against
oncoming traffic with collisions but 80 yards away, making
me thing that we were gonna be crashing this thing for sure,
but we didn't. "Jaibreak" came on over the radio, and they
seemed to like that song a lot.
I asked the driver, whose name was Pete, if he played
music and he said no, although he does play guitar. Then he
started talking about these bands:
"... Fried Eyeballs, you may have heard of 'em, they
played in the Cities a couple of times ..." (and I'd never
heard of any of them,) "... and Monkey Wrench and Rich
Ditz are going to play at this party tonight... they're pretty
good, and we're going to see 'em 'cause this is probably go¬
ing to be their last gig, their breaking up soon to go to college
.... so if you're still around tonight show up at Morehouse, it
only costs a buck and you get to see three bands ..."
We went on driving till we got to Owatonna, where they
were going to pick up some girl for the other guy, who might
have to be in early 'cause here dad is pretty strict, and then
they pulled another U-turn, and we were at the entrance
ramp, and I hopped out, telling them to have a good time at
the party.
Now I was really out there, and there would be no turn¬
ing back. Not bothering to break for more than a 5 minute
pause. I hitched a ride with a druggist heading to Amesmeaning that he could get me all the way down to 90! He
was a pretty interesting fellow, a simple Midwestern sort,
middle-aged, wearing a short-sleeved plaid shirt, major in
mechanical engineering, son majoring in computer science
and going to Hamline. Later he introduced himself as Bill
Felton.

Got dropped off where he said the truckers were, and
he
said
he used to hitchhike, so I figured he'd know, but I
southwest towards Mankato and Worthington and they said
they couldn't take me to Worthington but that they could was there for a good 20 minutes and didn't see but a few
take me to 35W, which was about as far as I'd walked from trucks here and there, and those didn't even so much as think
about picking me up. I was beginning to get a bit concerned,
getting off the bus to where I was
as it was 4 or 4:30 and I hadn't gotten
at. Even though that was only
but eight or nine miles or so it seemed
about a half mile down the road I
and I began to think about what it
figured that it would be worth it
would be like to sleep in the woods,
'cause that would be further than
and I decided that it wouldn't be all
I tried to explain to
where I was at, and I decided that
that bad, but that I would at least like
if I was gonna stand out here all
them that I wasn't
to do it further than my backyard, and
day that I was gonna at least get
then along comes a lift.
in somebody's car once, so i said
daring
at
all,
just
It was a guy in a blue pickup
sure, and hopped in the back.
truck, carrying stuff like tools and
An attractive young woman
someone that read too
saws. He looked sort of like Tom
was driving the car with a guy in
Berrenger without hair and had a surly
many jack Kerouac
the seat next to her and I thought,
sort of shy smile and soon I was won¬
dig it these people seem really cool
dering why this sad fellow had even
novels, and they asked
and I wouldn't of never met them
picked me up. I asked him whether he
otherwise and they were very nice
me who is Jack Kerouac.
did construction, and he said he did
and we talked although I don't re¬
houses, and I told him about my job in
member what it was we talked
I told them that he was a remodeling, about how my boss tells
about. They asked me if I smoked
me to screw a handle in, i tear the wall
and I said no but that I didn't mind
guy that did a lot of
down,
and my boss puts it together
if they were which was true be¬
again. I'm not sure if he understood.
hitchhiking.
cause they were smoking those
He was nice enough to point out the
fancy cigarettes that smell real nice
wood ticks that were crawling over
but petrify your gut. The guy
me, though, and to tell me that they
turned to me and handed me two dollars, and I tried to ex¬
don't bite, so I just grabbed 'em and threw them out the win¬
plain that I'm just hitchhiking and that I don't need money,
dow. I was feeling pretty free just about then, and I wanted
that I'm wild and free, and that freedom don't cost nothing
to say something about Jack Kerouac and what it meant to
but is just a matter of heart, which is when I saw the look on
be on the road and about free spirits and how wild it is for
his face and how happy it made feel to be giving money, so I
complete strangers to hang out together and help
Bill had this intense style of talking where he
said what the hell won't hurt me none to make money on
one another and about climbing on top of moun¬
got all worked up, and you could
this trip, and stuck the green stuff in my pocket.
tains to stand upside down and shout silly things
see screws and wrenches and things
and dance with the pikas, but I don't think he'd
"Wee
hee,"
1
flying out of his head he was so into
They dropped me off at Highway 35 and I understand, he'd probably just nod his head and
it, and his hands were motioning
thought, oh, no, this out of my way now, 'cause now I was look puzzled like he did after everything I said,
thought, "we're
and all, and he really reminded me
off my lucky 13, as I figured that I could always just walk so I just said, "The scenery out here is really
of this poet I saw once that got all
gonna
take
this
road
back to 13, which was just up the road, and then I got off and nice."
worked up when he was reciting
saw lots of traffic on 35 so I said what theAhell, this looks as
He must have took me for a City boy just
verse kind of like that, only this guy
as
far
as
she
goes."
good as any, what's the difference, one road's same as the about then or something like that by virtue of
was not talking about verse, but
next, so I wandered over to the entrance ramp 'cause that's me making that remark and the next thing I
Little
did
I
know
about investing in wine manufac¬
where they had said would be my best bet. Stuck out my knew he got real excited and was pointing out
and the life of the starving
thumb right by the sign that said no pedestrians, no stop¬ to me the bulls on the side of the road and talk¬
that the excitement turing
artist and asking me all sorts of
ping, and wished that I had a camera to capture that mo¬ ing about the rodeo and what it was like to grow
questions like how do you define
was just getting
ment. This is me, and this is me heading out on the road, and up on a farm and then explaining to me how a
philosophy and how do you define
I don't know who put that sign up, but obviously it don't combine works (" . . . it sort of twists over, and
political science and when does po¬
going.
belong here But there wasn't, and it didn't matter anyway the stalk is spun around and around, and then
litical science become political phi¬
because there wasn't nobody there to take the photo, and the ear gets caught and pulled off . . . "), and I
losophy, and I didn't really know
film developing is expensive, and Kent Hrbek was a pretty was out in the country, and I was learning new
how to explain it so just said some¬
good baseball player in his heyday.
things every day. He said he could take me to Faribalt which
thing like that political science is dealing with practice and
One ride later and I was over by Buck Hill Road, where he kept pronouncing as Fairbane, but he ended up taking
statistics and stuff like that and philosophy deals with rea¬
I looked around only to discover that there weren't any en¬ me like a good 40 miles all the way to Medford. At one point
son and theory and when you look at the theory of politics,
trance ramps in the area and that I'd be getting some exer¬ he noticed that I'd written some stuff down, and- he asked
not just how it is but how it should be, and when you look at
cise. Walking alongside the road gave me a good chance to me is that some sort of diary, and I tried to explain to him
things like responsibility, beginning with personal responsi¬
look straight into the faces of those people that passed me that I was writing down about some of the things we'd
bility but moving on to societal responsibility, then you're
up. People seemed to have three ways of reacting to my ac¬ passed, and how oftentimes it seems like ya go places and
not looking at the science of it but at the theory of it and the
tivity. Some were just sort of puzzled. A few got all angry, sometimes you remember getting there and sometimes not
theory of it is political philosophy, and that really made no
and flipped me the finger or tried to run me over. Guess I but that usually you forget everything on the way, which is
sense, and somehow he saw my definition as a jumping point
scared them. But there was some whose eyes would light up most of the trip and three quarters of the fun, and he just to a discussion of the FCC and children's educational pro¬
with joy and excitement, and you could see the fever coming seemed kind of puzzled by it all. Then I talked some about
gramming, and I didn't quite see the connection, although I
over them even as they drove right on past you, that there Washington, Cause I was trying to explain that that's how I
did find it interesting nonetheless. It seemed like just when
was some life in there after all, that most was dead, but not met my friend but he kept asking questions and so I never
he was getting into full gear it was time for me to jump out
all buried.
quite got up to that point.
and shift west. He told me if I was ever in Des Moines to
I sat there and waited at the entrance ramp for what
So anyways, he dropped me off, and I was thinking about
look him up, and I told him that there aren't many people
seemed like forever but was probably just about half an hour stopping 'cause there was a big hole in my gut but I didn't
with my last name in the Minneapolis phone book.
or so. As I stood there, wishing I was more than five miles 'cause I wanted to make some distance before dark and there
As it turned out he had let me out in the middle of some
from home, along comes this straggly whiskered middle-aged was something like a good 140 miles to go. "Wee hee," I
cornfield, and there were crickets hopping all about, and I
guy driving a beat up station wagon filled to the brim with thought, "we're gonna take this road as far as she goes." Little
Continued on page 10.
They asked me where I was going and I said
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A day in the life of yonr friendly dorm assassin
A man feared that he might find an assassin;
Another that he might find a victim.
One.was more wise than the other. -Stephen Crane

...And it's not the one you might think. -Jen (the author)

The wisest of Assassins know that commitment to the game requires foregoing such luxuries as fresh air, sunlight, and
freedom. To seek these things is to beg for tragedy, as illustrated by the events of day one of the tournament.
May 8. Japanese beetles, drawn to the sweet smell of the Bag-o' BugsTM cannot know that they are headed for
their own destruction, and they certainly don't offer two dollars in return for their miserable fate: hundreds of beetles
swarm over one another inside the plastic bag, trapped, only to be twisty-tied and thrown away. Following a similar aroma
of buttery crustacean, shifty eyed Batesies tentatively ventured out of their holes to attend last week's barbecue. Few
imaginary massacres in history can rival the death toll of this fateful Lobster Wednesday; the football field became a watery
graveyard, drenched in the imaginary blood of victims who barely had time to utter mmmmm. before they were slaugh¬
tered mercilessly.
Unless this newspaper happens to be part of your disguise, I can see that you are not involved, or you wouldn't be
taking the time to read this. Or perhaps you're already dead. Were you the victim of a drive-by masterminded by the tall,
dirty-sweatered bandit? Did your best friend shoot you at 12:01 with your own gun? Everyone has a good story, and plenty
of traitors and/or bogus rules on whom to blame his or her death. Steve (no longer) Young has aged several years in the
past week. As the sovereign father of this year's game, he's seen it all. As the paranoia of the game continues to wear away
at lives and spirits, whittling the bloodthirsty field down to the most committed, and those most in need of being commit¬
ted. Exploring a few case studies will shed some light on the game's grimy clockworks. All names are aliases.

Oregano '98
After 48 hours in the paranoid circle of death, Oregano '98 experienced an epiphany. He caught a horrifying glimpse of
the Assassin game in its naked reality, and became urgently aware that he could no longer be part of it. Oregano immedi¬
ately ceased the search for his victim and ran to find his assassin, hurtling himself towards the gun and smiling as it fired.
Hallelujah.

Of waterguns, cool shades, and extreme paranoia...

Flatfish '96

...

After suffering a troubled death not even three hours into the game, the bitter Flatfish took matters into his own hands. The assassin-turned-rat claims the outcome of the game will
depend on him and the secrets he's collected from underground. He promises information— for a price. Beware the Flatfish, for he is independent and committed to no one.

The Ninja is a man to watch in this event. Swift, elusive, and always armed with two high powered two water cannons, he discovered his first assassin when she ran towards him
bellowing "Die, motherfucker, die!" Ninja survived because of his quick draw and his long-range gun; he was able to disable his assassin before she could reach him with her own weapon.
He has fire in his eye and fears no one. Whether he will associate with the Flatfish is still up in the air.

O. Ye Assassins

JLonceal your weapons, if you will, but you are condemned to wear your paranoia. The terror in your faces makes the refugee on the cover of U2 s War

look as chipper as Kathie Lee. For two dollars, you can spend anywhere from a few minutes to a few weeks, depending on your skill and commitment, in a purely Hobbesian society;
assassin is a war of each against each, where life is solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short. Players cower in their rooms, slink around campus, avoid crowds, and trust no one. The object,
after all, is to be the last person alive, to find yourself alone with your vainglorious wit and your hundred dollar prize. So you're the last person on Earth what then? You sit around and
chew gum, I guess, or practice raising one eyebrow. If you're still thirsty for competition, match your left hand versus your right hand at scissors-paper-rock. It's a cold victory, but only one
person has the chance to endure it. By Jett

Weiers

_

On the road with Outrage: the adventure continues
was thinking where in the hell am I?
Much as that question was interesting to ponder, I didn't
decline the opportunity to pull out when the next car pulled
up, as it was getting late and I had to keep moving. The
driver was wearing what appeared to be boxers and speak¬
ing in this drunken sort of garble, and he said that he was
going to pick up his daughters who had been out spending
the week with relatives. He said he worked at Desmond 2
Park, which I found interesting, 'cause just the week before
I'd met someone whose dad worked there, and before that
I'd never heard of it, and both he and the other guy were
kind of freaks.

The trip was a relatively silent one, and we
moved ahead at a quick pace, passing signs that said things
like "35 miles to the next rest stop" which let us know we
were really out there. With each minute I could feel the car
moving me closer to my destination, and I began to get ex¬
cited. And then, guess who came on the radio! It was the
Wilburys, traditional band of the road and journeys and travel
and adventure, and they were singing "End of the Line"
"Well, it's aaall right, riding along in the breeze,
"well it's aaall right, if you live the life you please...
“well it's aaall right, even if they say you're wrong,
“well it's aaall right, sometimes you gotta be strong,"
and we were flying by the cornfields, bypassing the only
rest stop in the whole damn county and just keeping on the
move, taking this car straight down the path, right on the
directest route straight to the wide blue sky and the heavens!
I felt like leaning out the window and just sticking my arms
out and feeling the air, the open air, and just grabbing a big
bunch of it. And then Rush or some band like that came on,
and I didn't have quite the same feeling.
When I got dropped off, though, I was all the way down

over in Fairmont! I went over to a gas station, picked up
some Mountain Dew, called Alex to let him know that I would
be dropping by, then went back to the highway to get back
on the road. This old beat- up sedan pulls up at the side of
the road, with a husband and wife in the front, and a pile of
kids in the back.
"Where ya going?"
"Worthington," I said.
"You're not going to rob us are ya," said the guy driving
(as his wife turned to him and said in a strong tone, "We
ain't got nothin' to rob.")
They moved over and I hopped in. They were still a bit
concerned, and asked me if I had a gun. Then the driver said
something about having one, and his wife jabbed him in the
ribs.
When I first got in the car, I took them for just a
bunch of hicks, however, as the trip went on I was pleased to
discover that they were downright smart, and that you can't
always judge a book by its cover, particularly Richard
Brautigan's Trout Fishing in America. I told them about my
journey, and how I'd had trouble getting out of the Cities,
but that after that had been clipping right along, and they
said "We wouldn't of picked ya up in the Cities," and it is
then I realized that urban and rural living are quite different,
and that when you pile people on top of one another all you
get is a hog pile.
The driver was surprised that I'd gotten there so fast, as
he'd done some hitchin' before and had some trouble, and
his wife told him that he was a long- haired, pot-smoking
hippie, and then asked how I was getting back, and I said
Greyhound, and they told me about this deal where you can
take a casino bus up for $15 and get a roll of quarters, and I
said I'd have to check it out. They told me that I must be
pretty daring to take off 220 miles on my first try, and I tried
to explain to them that I wasn't daring at all, just someone
that read too many Jack Kerouac novels, and they asked me

who is Jack Kerouac. I told them that he was a guy that did a
lot of hitchhiking.
They let me off in Jackson, and we were quite excited
that they'd gotten me 30 of the remaining 59 miles of my
journey, pointing out that they'd taken me over half way and
wished me the best of luck, and before I even had time to
turn around I was being picked up again, this time by a lady
with a bit of a country accent. Inside her car was all red, and
she was wearing pink, and everything was red, and the road
turned a bright magenta right before my very eyes.

We were just cruising along, listening to some
oldies station, and I told her that I didn't want to take the
bus out 'cause it was too expensive, and that set her off: "My
son used to take the bus back from Sioux Falls, and that was
$42, and just for one way! Jeeeeeesssus!" And at that time
the sun was beginning to set, and at one moment suddenly
broke thorough the clouds, sending off this rainbow spray
that looked like the gates of paradise.
The lady said to me," It's a good thing you didn't come
a day or two ago — Jackson had a taaaiirrrriible thunder¬
storm," with that emphasis that seemed unique to her way
of speaking. And then, just as the sun was dropping out of
the sky, "Monie Monie" came on, which seemed as good a
song as any for the moment, and we pulled into the town of
Worthington. It was 8:30, the crops were growing, and I was
at the Chicken Leg.

Several moments later I wa&'at the doorway
scribbling quixotic consciousness when Alex's dad came over
looking like a Elton from some Italian mafia and invited me
in. He asked me if I wanted anything, and I said a Coke, and
he brought out salads and jello and rolls and potatoes and
toast and two huge steaks.
After that I only asked for root beer.

■0
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Moxie: the myth, the melodrama, the miracle
A cultural foray into Maine's soft drink mecca
by Katie Vaux &
Nils van Otterloo

ment park of carbonated bever¬
ages.

Most Bates students who are ■ Moxie: manhood's salvation?
not permanent residents of Maine
will at some point during their four
Originally a nerve tonic, Moxie
year stint in the land of lobsters and was introduced into apothecary
landlubbers encounter that most
unique symbol of the Maine
Miracle: Moxie. What is a "Moxie",
you ask? Well, chances are that
Part drugstore,
you've passed those endearing
little cans of liquid joy a hundred
part convenience
times before on your way to fill up
store, part
your stein at those ever so charm¬
ing Page hall keggers. You know,
souvenir shack
those innocent looking orange cans
with the little Moxie Man pointing
and part oldeat you accusingly as if to say,
"C'mon, I dare you".
time soda stand,
Last fall, after three years of
living in the beautiful state of
The Moxie
Maine, I tried Moxie for the first
Museum is a
time. A friend and I went to Shaw's
late one night and purchased our¬
special blend of
selves a bottle of Moxie and a bag
of sour cream and cheddar potato
kitsch and korn...
chips—a heinous duo that later
gave us both gastric nightmares.
Since that experience, I have
thirsted to understand the mystery shops in 1876 by Dr. Augustin Th¬
behind Moxie: What was it about ompson, with the promise to cure
this odd, orange labeled soda all ailments, including "loss of
found only in Maine, with a flavor manhood". Moxie was then car¬
somewhere between cola, root beer bonated and marketed as a bever¬
and licorice. With the emotional age in 1884. The Moxie we drink
rush of spring upon us, we set out today has a milder flavor and less
to investigate. With a pen and pad carbonation than when it was origi¬
in hand, and a clear palette ready nally produced - a damn shame in
to take on any flavor challenge, we Mr. Anicetti's opinion. Back then if
headed out to Lisbon, Maine— you opened a bottle of Moxie on a
Moxie capital of the world.
hot day, half of it would be on the
As we approached the Moxie ceiling. In order to get children ac¬
Museum, we found a sign on the customed to the taste of Moxie,
door: "Will
Moxie Lollipops
be
back
were created and
about
given out for free
1:00pm...
'The first time you wherever Moxie
Drink
was sold. The "dis¬
Moxie". We
taste it, you will tinctive bitter¬
looked at our
sweet" taste of
want to spit it out Moxie comes from
watches—it
was a quarter
root gentian,
and throw it away. the
to two. Part
"wicked good"
drugstore,
made as an
The second time, when
part conve¬
herbal tea.
nience store,
But what makes
the same."
part souvenir
Moxie special is its
Frank Anicetti
shack and
unique history.
part oldeOlder than both
time soda
Coke and Pepsi,
stand, The Moxie Museum is a spe¬ Moxie is the oldest carbonated bev¬
cial blend of kitsch and korn, much erage continuously sold on the
like the beverage it pays homage market. Although Hires Root Beer
to. We looked in the window and was developed in 1876, eight years
saw pictures of Olympia Snowe, before Moxie, it was periodically
George Mitchell and even Vanna pulled off the market. Honing in on
White drinking Moxie. Cabinets the health conscious American
were filled with shirts, hats, pens, public of the 1960s, Moxie was also
bumper stickers, and even Moxie the first carbonated beverage to of¬
handkerchiefs. When the store fer a sugar free counterpart. Yep,
opened up again at two, we met they made diet soda first.
"Mr. Moxie" himself, Frank
Although at one time available
Anicetti.
in 38 states, Moxie is now widely
When we told him we were available only in Maine. The Moxie
from The Bates Student, writing an capital of the world, just east of
article on the history and regional Lewiston in Lisbon, Maine, is the
social implications of Moxie, his center of the universe for Mr.
face lit up. As he prepared to tell Moxie. "Bates College is just
us the well rehearsed vignettes and hangin' off- the edge", he said.
little-known factoids about Moxie,
we realized were about tcfstep onto ■ Vim, Vigor, and a spunky mo¬
the tilt-a-whirl ride in the amuse¬ bile

Moxie is not just
some two-bit soda
pop, it is in actuality a
full-blown cultural
phenomena.
Just
about anything you
can put a label on has
at some time been
painted orange and
emblazoned with the
Moxie moniker. To¬
day, Moxie addicts
shell out major money
for prime Moxie
memorabilia
and
make pilgrimages to
the Moxie Mecca,
Lisbon, for the annual
Moxie festival in July.
The featured attraction
at this monstrosity of
Moxie mayhem is the
notorious "Moxie Mo¬
bile". Part machine,
part faux beast, during
Moxie's heyday of the
1930's and 40's entire
fleets of these ungodly
contraptions could be
seen at carnivals and
parades all over the
country. The basic
the Moxie Guy: a magic man. A marvelous point. A mystery no longer...
concept behind the _
Moxie Mobile is to put the horse in
ter spending an hour in this shrine
the driver's seat. The driver sits bread and Fluff—Moxie was their
atop the horse to drive the machine,
to Maine's most important carbon¬
culinary redeemer.
shifting with the stirrups. What
ated beverage, we realized, despite
Although domestically Moxie
our personal distaste for Spam and
mad genius created this master¬
may be the preferred beverage to
horses, that Moxie really is some¬
piece of Moxie lore, and how much complement a Spamburger or
thing special—a little taste of the
Moxie he was tanked on when he
Fluffer-Nutter, internationally,
came upon the idea remains a mys¬
Moxie reaches true gourmet history and flavor of the folks of
tery.
central Maine. Despite its odd taste,
heights. Mr. Anisetti himself ships
despite the orange label, and de¬
Although unique to Maine,
2 cases of Moxie to the American
spite the unsolvable mystery ot
Embassy
Moxie has in fact influ¬
who the Moxie Man really is, many
in both
enced the entire En¬
Mainers cherish this beverage as a
Moscow
glish-speaking world.
witness to one hundred and twenty
and
Dr. Thomson's choice
"the true Moxie
years of change- one in which
Paris.
of the word "moxie"
Moxie, although tamed a little, has
Hell, if an
realized the true lin¬
flavor will tickle
nonetheless managed to survive.
Ameri¬
guistic impact of his
your taste buds and can in And should you ever be driving in
hometown beverage.
Lisbon on the second Saturday of
Moxie became a part
you'll know why it's Paris
July and encounter a strange car
drinks
of colloquial culture,
with a horse in it, honk and wave
Moxie, it
adopting the mean¬
the real taste of
must be
ings "vim and vigor",
gourmet.
"get up and go" and
gourmets."
Accord¬
"spunky or gutsy en¬
Nutrition Facts
Frank Anicetti, a.k.a.
ing to Mr.
thusiasm". According
ScrdiHj bUot) lli.i (240 (nl)
"Mister
Moxie"
_
Anicetti,
to Mr. Anicetti, it even
6cl vil l(,o f'ul ( -OriUilllCf Alrtjul C .
the after
crossed mono-linguis¬
Amount P«.r Serving
taste has
tic boundaries, mean¬
Calories 100
been likened to that of Guiness
ing "chutzpa" in Yiddish. So when¬
■K DJI/ Valii.;
Stout, although neither of us re¬
ever someone is described as hav¬
Total rat 0g
membered Guiness producing
ing "a lot of Mcwie", a little piece
Sodium 25mg
such a distinct afterburn an hour
of Maine's carbonated beverage is
Total Carbohydrates 25<j 6%
again introduced into the history of after consumption.
Sugars 25g
Mr. Anicetti left us with the
English language usage.
most common reaction experi¬
enced by first-time Moxie drinkers.
■ Gotta love that aftertaste!!!
"The first time you taste it, you
want to spit it out and throw it
The climax of our experience
away. The second time, the same.
at the Moxie museum occurred
But the third time you taste it, the
when Mr. Anisetti finally discussed
true Moxie flavor will tickle your
the most essential part of Moxie,
taste buds and you'll know why it's
the strangest, most mysterious ele¬
the real taste of gourmets." That
ment of them all: its flavor. When
is, if you have taste buds left after
we asked about it, he boldly pro¬
the first two tastes.
claimed Moxie to be "The Beverage
We left the Moxie museum
of Gourmets". Never mind the
with two free cones of Moxie ice
people in the store buying sixpacks of Moxie along with cans of cream, hand crafted that very
morning by Mr. Moxie himself. AfSpam, Table Talk pies, Wonder

Yummola!
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I LOVE POP/TRASH CULTURE REFERENCES.
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I LOVE THE CO-OFT1NG

DEFINITE PROCESS WAS IN¬

OF 70’S AND 80’S JUNK INTO A COMPLETELY NEW CONTEXT. AND l’M A POP CULTURE

VOLVED.

JUNKIE-there! I’ve SAID IT.

CARRIED OUT, THE EXPECTED

AND I LOVE COVER SONGS.

I THINK SONIC YOUTH’S VERSION OF “INTO THE

groove” may well be the most definitive song in the last ten years:
WHETHER

rr’s

I

TRIBUTE OR DECONSTRUCTION.

you can’t tell

ADORE THE WAY THAT THE JON'SPENCER

REWARD FOLLOWED: A BILL HAD

PRESIDENT TO BECOME A L^W.
SIMPLE AS THAT.
BUT WE’VE GROWN

ALL THE POST-PUNK SENSIBILITIES OF THE MODERN AGE.

REMINISCING.

I LOVE

I CAN OUOTE THE MUPPET SHOW

NOSTALGIA IS CHEAP.
FOR HOURS, AND IF YOU CALL

WRBC

BETWEEN

NOSTALGIA IS POWERFUL.
2"4 ON WEDNESDAYS AND ASK,

l’LL SING

NOSTALGIA IS EVIL.
YOUR FAVORITE KOOL AND THE GANG SONG, ON

OLDER, WISER, AND MAYBE

FECTLY CLEAR.

I HATE NOSTALGIA.

EVEN A WEE BIT CYNICAL, AND

YOUTH HAS BEEN LOST: TRANSFORMED INTO AN AMORPHOUS COLLECTIVE OF IDEAS AND PERCEPTIONS. THE
PURITY OF THE SONGS OF OUR PAST IS NO LONGER THERE.
THE SONGS HAVEN’T CHANGED.

NOSTALGIA IS PURCHASED. NOSTALGIA IS CHEAP. NOSTALGIA IS POWERFUL.

HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED SINCE THEIR CREATION.
THAT’S THE EVIL OF NOSTALGIA.
NOW, WHEN I HEAR ‘Vm JUST A BILL,” I

OF COURSE, IT DIDN’T BECOME COMPLETELY CLEAR UNTTIL TWO OF MY FRIENDS TOTALLY

C.Hl.P.S

BUT I HAVE.

THIS STEADFASTNESS DOES NOT REFLECT ANY NEW PERCEPTIONS, VALUES, OR PRIORITIES THAT

THIS NEEDS TO BE PER¬

NOSTALGIA IS EVIL. Y’KNOW, t’VE ALWAYS UNDERSTOOD THIS ON SOME FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL.

REVISED THEIR CLASS SCHEDULE SO THEY COULD WATCH

school house
rock:
marketing
stagnation

THE CONCRETE WORLD OF OUR

AIR, JUST FOR YOU.
BUT MAKE NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT:

IF THE PROCESS WAS

TO GO TO CONGRESS AND THE

BLUES EXPLOSION PIMPS 70’S FUNK, SPEECH, AND FASHION, AND CORRUPTS THEM WITH

l’LL TAKE IT EVEN FURTHER:

15, 1996

Wednesday, May

SEEMS I VE COME TO COLLEGE
EVERY WEEKDAY AT NOON.

WANT TO HEAR ABOUT BILL’S ADVENTURES WITH THE NRA LOBBY,
JUST TO RELIVE THE SECOND

SEE? NOSTALGIA IS A POWERFUL FORCE.

ESPECIALLY WHEN MARKETED.

BECAUSE

bill’s NARROW ESCAPE FROM THE FILIBUSTER, AND BILL BEING
GRADE.

we buy it. Charlie’s angels tee shirts,
CAMPUS.

dukes of hazzard sheets, they’re all on

HECK, LUNCHTIME CONVERSATION STILL OCCASIONALLY REVOLVES AROUND

Joe. seems i’ve come to college just to relive the second grade,

G.l.

something’s

COMPROMISED BY SEN. JESSE HELMS (ALTHOUGH I DO NOT WANT
TO SEE THAT ANIMATION SEQUENCE).

doesn’t rT?

GRABS your attention,

TELLS MORE OF THE STORY,

mirrors your perceptions of how the world works more.

STILL, IN LIGHT OF ALL THIS, I STILL APPRECIATE THE MEANING THAT THE SONG HAD IN

WRONG WITH THAT.

that’s what makes the latest rash of music compilations so frightening,

MY PAST, ITS CONNECTION TO MY YOUTH, AND I RELISH HOW TT CAN REPRESENT THAT STABLE, INNOCENT TIME
OF MY LIFE.

let’s become more specific: the Schoolhouse

AND THAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REMINISCING AND

Rock tribute album has just hrr the shelves of hip

NOSTALGIA.

AND TRENDY RECORD STORES NATIONWIDE.

y’all remember Schoolhouse Rock,
RIGHT?

REMINISCING ALLOWS FOR APPRECIATION

REGARDLESS OF GROWTH AND CHANGE.
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE CHANGED.

I SURE DO. CONJUNCTION JUNCTION,

NOSTALGIA IGNORES

It SU\MS THE EXACTI¬

Intterplanet Janet, and Lolly, Lolly, Lolly (get

TUDE OF THE PAST IN YOUR FACE WITH ALL THE FORCE OF

YOUR ADVERBS HERE!) WERE MY EARLIEST INTRODUCTION

IMMEDIACY, RUBBING YOUR NOSE IN IT, SCREAMING,

TO MUSIC VIDEOS, AND WERE ALSO, REALLY, SOME OF

FROM YOUR YOUTH! THIS IS HOW YOU WERE! NEVER FORGET

THE BEST POP SONGS PENNED IN THAT ERA. SERIOUSLY.

NEVER FORGET NEVER FORGET NEVER-! ! ! ”

THESE TUNES WERE QUICK, CATCHY, AND FILLED WITH

MOMENT FROZEN IN TIME.

GREAT HOOKS.

THAT’S WHAT THIS CD DOES.

I 2" I 5 YEARS AFTER YOU’VE FIRST

THE ALBUM’S FAILURES ARE HIGHLIGHTED BY ITS ONE

HEARD IT, YOU’VE GOT YOURSELF A KILLER POP SONG.

success:

WELL, THEY’RE ALL REDONE FOR THE 90’S
ON THIS DISC.

RIDICULOUSNESS OF A EXACT COVER, REALIZES HOW SILLY IT

GREAT VARIETY OF ARTISTS, SOME GREAT SONGS, AND A

j

IS TO COVER THESE SONGS ANYWAY, AND UNDERSTANDS THEIR
ABILITY TO CHANGE THE SONG IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT

MANY GEN" X’ERS.

PERCEPTIONS.

you’ve ALSO GOT YOURSELF THE BIGGEST
PIECE OF CRAP TO HIT THE SHELVES IN RECENT YEARS.
REALLY.

NOTHING ABOUT THIS ALBUM IS ORGANIC; IT’S

£» -fclJSSEpc*
■—* to”Zn

METICULOUSLY ORGANIZED INTO A MARKETABLE PROD¬
UCT-NOSTALGIA.
THINK ABOUT IT.

THERE’S REALLY NO REASON

^

ca«se

AROUND CONSIDERABLY WITH THE LYRICS. INITIALLY, THE
REFRAIN

WAS “We’RE GONNA ELECT A PRESIDENT(NO

More Kings)/We’re gonna run thing our way! (No
! Power;*/More
Kings)/Nobody’s gonna tell us what to
do. . .Looks like it’s going to be a free county. ”

THERE’S NOTHING WRONG WITH JUXTAPOSITION
it is a tenet of post-modernism,

“HA-HA’S,”

AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS INTERJECTIONS. THEY SCREW

More Kings)/He’s gonna do what the people want(No

BE IN THE SAME SENTENCE, LET ALONE THE SAME

PER se:

THEY PLAY UP THE SILLINESS OF THE SONG,

ADDING IN BIZARRE AFFECTED “OOH-OOH’S,”

/

that Moby, Skee-Lo, and the Lemonheads should

ALBUM.

Pavement’s cover of “No More Kings.”

Pavement is the sole band that recognizes the

In THIS ALBUM you’ve GOT YOURSELF A

CENTRAL THEME HELD NEAR AND DEAR TO THE YOUTH OF

It’S A

ESPECIALLY WHEN IT’S CONVERTED

INTO THE TERMS OF THE PRESENT WITHOUT CHANGING AT ALL.

I MEAN, WHEN A SONG STICKS IN YOUR

HEAD FOR A GOOD

“THIS IS

NICE, IDEALISTIC, WONDERFUL. PERFECT WHEN YOU ’ RE YOUNG .

(after all, images of ani difranco and

but Pavement’s refrain reflects (read: my) current, jaded philosophy: “No more

JERRY LEWIS ARE PRACTICALLY SIDE BY SIDE ON MY DOOR) BUT THIS COLLECTION SEEMS
MORE THE RESULT OF CAREFUL MARKETING THAN ANY DESIRE TO CREATE MEANING THROUGH

kings/We’re gonna run our things our own way/Run our things our own way/Run them into the

CONTRASTS.

GROUND.”

IT S OBVIOUS THAT
THESE ARTISTS GREW UP WrTH
THIS STUFF. THEY LOVE rT. THEY

cynical? Well, sorta.

YOU’VE GOT YOURSELF THE BIGGEST PIECE OF CRAP

AMUSING?

TO HIT THE SHELVES IN RECENT YEARS.

YES.

MORE APPROPRIATE, CONTEXTUALLY? HELL, YEAH!

REALLY.

BASK IN THE CARAMEL"COATED

in Pavement's hands, “No More Kings” ceases to be a reminder of the past, and instead

SWEETNESS AND STABILITY OF THESE TRACKS, GLORIFYING THE SIMPLE

BECOMES A VITAL CONTEMPORARY STATEMENT, BORROWING FROM POP CULTURE, AND USING IT FOR THEIR OWN

TRUTHS THAT THESE SONGS SEEMED TO EXUDE, THE VERY ASPECT OF THESE SONGS I LOVED,

ENDS.
THAT’S HOW I CAN LIKE POP CULTURE COVERS AND LOATHE NOSTALGIA.

AND NOT CHANGING A PHRASE, A WORD, A SYLLABLE, A NOTE.

POP CULTURE IS FUN. REMINISCING IS PERFECTLY HEALTHY. BUT THERE IS A DISTINCTION BETWEEN

rr’S LIKE THOSE WHO FORGET THE PAST ARE DOOMED TO SHELL OUT FOUFTTEEN

REMINISCING AND BUYING NOSTALGIA. NOSTALGIA IS BAD BECAUSE rT IS UNCHANGING, AND WE ARE NOT.

BUCKS TO HEAR WEEN SING ABOUT IT.

WE CAN STILL LOVE SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK. AND I WON’T CRINGE WHEN “CONJUNCTION JUNCTION”

AM I JUST NITPICKING? MAYBE, BUT LIKE A
I DOG CAN SMELL FEAR, I CAN SMELL IMPURE

_GENJC
MEDIA
WATCH

ENDLESSLY REPEATS IN MY BRAIN. AND I'LL STILL LOOK FONDLY UPON THE DAYS WHERE A BILL WAS JUST A

MOTIVATION, AND IT’S TIME TO SOUND THE ALARM

BILL.

HERE. IT’S NOT THE COLLECTION OF ARTISTS THAT IS

THE SONGS THE SAME WAY THAT I USED TO, AND THAT I

AND l’LL GO TO SLEEP AT NIGHT SECURE IN THE KNOWLEDGE THAT IT’S ALL RIGHT THAT I DON’T HEAR

THE ISSUE HERE, BUT A MORE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT

don’t HAVE TO.

THOSE WHO FORGET THE PAST ARE DOOMED

ABOUT WHAT WE REMEMBER AND HOW WE’VE GROWN.

. . .BUT IF ANYONE TRIES THIS AGAIN, AND

IN THE CONCRETE, STABLE WORLD I PERCEIVED WHEN

OFFERS US CONSUMERS A HEARTFELT RENDITION OF

Mr.

I WAS SIX, rocky’s EXPLANATION OF HOW A BILL

ANY OF THE “SCOOTER COMPUTER AND

BECAME A LAW WAS PERFECT. UNDERSTANDABLE. A

SONGS, I’M GONNA HAVE TO KICK SOME ASS.

TO SHELL OUT FOURTEEN BUCKS TO HEAR
WEEN SING ABOUT IT.

CHIPS”
"TlM RUBACK
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In spite of the erection of the
new backstop at Rand, innocent
automobiles with incoherent
owners are still being
victimized in the random
onslaught of foul balls during
IM softball games. Given the
presence of certain left-handed
short-stops with erratic
throwing arms—some of whom
ar red heads—we feel that,
inspite of obvious structural
measures taken towards safty,
you can never be too careful.
In fact, IM softball can be
used as a sort of metaphoric
barometer for some useful
safety tips. Things may seem
safe, so to speak, but even so,
we'd hate for you to be hit by a
pitch just because you didn't
know what to look for.
First: look out for shards of
glass on the playing field of life.

We don't care what backstops actors, on the wrist. You can't
have been erected, there have get through life by simply
still been a record number of throwing fastballs. Paint the
broken car windows this spring. corners. Stand back a little, and
Point being, things don't always get some perspective. We know
end up where you expect them some of you are a little too
to. So keep an active eye out for drunk to aim, but try to start at
anything in the field that least five keg lengths away from
sparkles,
the plate, as
and, please,
a general
always
rule.
wear
Third:
protective
Wear your
footwear.
Jeff
Kent
Second:
style
sun
Always
glasses,
stand at a
because you
safe distance when pitching, can't catch life's fly balls in your
metaphorically or otherwise. Kirby Puckett model glove if
Life is full of confrontations and you can't see a damn thing. In
you must decide when it's short, don't be blinded by
appropriate to B-E aggressive vanity. Your sunglasses may be
and take it on the chin or, in the ugly, but if they do the job, let
case of certain Shakesperean the sun shine in. Otherwise,

Editorial

you'll be knocked out of the box
before you know it, bopped on
the head by a Rafael Santana
pop-up.
Fourth and finally: Hustle
is what you need to get
somewhere both on the playing
field and in day-to-day life.
Don't just meander from the
dugout to the outfield, hustle!
and be energetic about facing
victory or defeat! Mighty Casey
made an error which would
stay with him for all eternity; he
"stepped up" to bat. He didn't
hustle, and now poor Casey is
on the loser list of most
adolescents
who
must
memorize his sorry history in
beginning English class. Be a
winner and hustle, or be in
danger of getting a mouthful of
flyball because you weren't
quick enough to catch it.

Geoff Jarbeau

Advertising Manager
Jeremy Villano
Mike Della Bitta

Letters -j£q
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Alex Zimmerman, Ellen Schieble,
Andy Shriver, Olga Delon, Ryan
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MacGregor, Steve Young, Jon
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Tania Ralli, Becky Steer, Amanda
Barney, Jess Anthony, Cam
Donaldson, Melissa Young, Wyatt
Wartels, Josh Popichak, Josh
Thomson, Chris Raffenberger,
Gussie Falleder, Paul Bloom, Ben
Strick, Ben Levy, Christopher D.
Brady, Kevin Wyatt
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The Bates Student is published weekly by
students of Bates College when the Col¬
lege is in session. Letters to the Editor
must be received by 4:00 p.m. on the Sun¬
day before publication. Only signed let¬
ter will be printed. Letters may be deliv¬
ered in person to Room 224, Chase Hall
and should be either laser-printed and
single-spaced or saved on a 3.5" computer
disk in Macintosh WordPerfect format. Or
send
letters
via
e-mail:
emcdevit@abacus.bates.edu. The Bates
Student reserves the right not to print let¬
ters and to edit letters for length and clar¬
ity. Address all correspondence to The
Bates Student, 309 Bates College, Lewiston,
ME 04240, or telephone (207) 795-7494.
Subscription rates are $20 for two semes¬
ters or $12 for one semester. Checks
should be made payable to The Bates Stu¬
dent.

to the Editor
Distinguished colleague

Corcoran issues

supports Corcoran

thanks to supporters

To the Editor,
Professor Peter Corcoran is a well known and highly regarded scholar
at the American Educational Research Association. His research in environ¬
mental education, humanistic and holistic education as well as other areas
on the cutting edge for frontiers of scholarly inquiry have established him as
both a respected scholar and a deeply cherished colleague—one with a sharp
mind and a warm compassionate hear. That is why I am honored to be a
coeditor with him on a special issue of Holistic Education Review on the
Care of the Soul.
Along with this honor, today I experienced the profound horror of learn¬
ing that he has been denied tenure and promotion at Bates College. It is
appalling that a scholar and teacher with a national reputation should get
such dreadful disregard in his own institution.
I strongly urge you to stop this process of injustice. It is imperative that
Professor Corcoran's process of repeal bring just attention to his superior
contribution in the areas of scholarly productivity, teaching and community
service.

Sincerely,
Madhu Suri Prakash
Professor-in-Charge
Educational Theory and Policy
Milton S. Eisenhower Professor for
Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching

To the Editor,
For, lo, the winter is past,
The rain is over and gone;
the flowers appear on the earth;
the time of the singing birds has come,
and the voice of the turtle is heard in our land;
Song of Solomon 2:11-12
And what a long winter it was in Maine, and what a time of disappoint¬
ment and unutterable sadness for me resulting from the College's decision
not to grant me tenure. And what a time of growth it has been for me, a
humbling but significant time of reflecting on my work. I have learned a
great deal about Bates and about myself.
I write today to thank you for publishing the views of students (and
others) on my teaching and my scholarly work. As I have questioned the
decisions I made in how I prioritized various aspects of my work and as I
have struggled to make meaning of the reasons given for the decision, these
letters have brought me great comfort. I have felt, somehow, like an artist
whose work is understood, after all.
These letters and the hundreds of expressions of appreciation for my
teaching and my writing and my work in the community have been a greater
gift, even, than tenure. For what more could a teacher hope?
So thank you, all of you. As spring has come, and as our thoughts turn
toward the commencement of new lives, let me say it has been my privilege
to be your colleague and teacher. I remain,
Yours truly,
Peter Blaze Corcoran
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Faschionable advertising
Are consumers mistaking fascism for popular style?
by Ellen McDevitt
During the prewar unrest of the
1930's, fascism as a movement
depended on powerful propaganda
for its success and an unhappy
populace searching for recognition
and a better life for its continuation.
Adolf Hitler and his Propaganda
Minister Josef Goebbels capitalized
on the malleable state of the German
populace to
create
a
powerful fascist
Reich whose
eventual defeat
in 1945 brought
a false sense of
security to the
rest of the
world
that
democracy had
triumphed over
the supposed
evil of fascism.
As the world's
policeman, the
United States
has tended to
be
a
protectorate of
democracy
across
the
world, praising
the benefits of free association,
equality before the law, and civic
participation. The U.S. has deemed
fascism an evil of which to be wary,
yet it perpetuates and feeds fascist
stereotypes within its own
boundaries.
When recalling popular images
of fascism under Hitler's regime,
rigidity, order, and equality among
Nazi supporters comes to mind.
Hitler united his forces under one
common goal; the empowerment of
the Fatherland. A stirring scene from

the Nazi propaganda film Triumph
des Willens shows strong, proud, and
young men from cities and towns all
over Germany stepping forward to
announce their names, their
hometowns, and to pledge allegiance
to the Fiihrer. They are dressed the
same, they carry the same tools, and
they are lined in perfect, orderly
formation. Their identity is defined
in the context of the Fatherland and
their
willingness
to
swear
allegiance.
Nazi fascism
had little to
do
with
nationalism,
but rather,
with
the
illusion that
Hitler could
provide a
better life for
those who

Many advertisers in
the United States as
well as in other
countries use the
same ideology to sell
their perfume
clothing and cars and
are getting away with
it under the vise of
sexy advertising.

,,

followed

him. Many
advertisers
in the United
States
as
well as in
other
countries
use the same ideology to sell their
perfume, clothing and cars, and are
getting away with it under the vise
of sexy advertising.
Hugo Boss, a popular designer
of clothing and perfume, is
particularly agile at advertising with
fascist imagery. The most blatant
example is an advertisement of a
collection of muscular, powerfullooking men standing around each
other, their angular construction and
Aryan features drawing the
consumer into their raw and sensual

uniformity. Advertisers for Hugo
Boss tap human attraction to sexual
imagery with pictures of welldressed, muscular, powerful-looking
men
whose
poses
imply
intimidation, strength, and security.
They are dressed the same, they have
the
same
physique and
facial
expression,
and
their
identities rest
in the context
of Hugo Boss.
There is little
difference
between
advertising
uniformity to
sell a product
and
advertising
uniformity to
sell
a
movement. A
recent Joop!
advertisement
depicts
a
godlike

appeals to an individual's basic
wants. Advertising is, by its nature,
demagoguery.
Sexuality played a vital role in
the appeal of Nazi propaganda and
is an integral part of modern
advertising as well.
Nazi

expression remains.
The ephemeral success of fascist
movements depends on aggressive
and seductive propaganda to appeal
to the masses. Similarly, successful
advertising
depends
upon
persuasion of the masses. Fascism
was an appeal
from those in
power to its
consumers, to
its masses, to
the
"little
people" who
were basically
expendable
chess pieces in
World War II.
Modern
consumers are
the same "little
people" who
are swayed by
the
images
popularized by
advertising.
Advertisers for
Ralph Lauren
Polo use a
seemingly

harmless
nationalistic
bent to sell their
clothing. Much
of their clothing
sports
American flags
and
allAmerican
slogans which
stir
nationalistic
feelings in the
consumer as
they gaze upon
stereotypically

showered in
reflective blue
light.
The
image is eerie
yet almost
holy,
and
appeals to
sensuality
and a sort of
deity
worship. Do
we bow to
this body or
buy
the
beautiful,
cologne?
streamlined,
Fascism
orderly, and sculptured models
propaganda
posters
often
depicted
appeals in some way to every
flaunting Polo clothing and its
stereotypically Aryan, shirtless and
individual because it represents the
accompanying American flag
sweaty
men
gathering
barley
in
structure of their inner character and
emblems. Fascism did the same,
fields, gazing with pride upon the
drive. Italian philosopher and
consistently
horizon
of
the
novelist Umberto Eco, who is also an
touting the
Fatherland.
authority in the field of semiotics,
_virtues of the
Fascist
cultural studies, and literary theory
nation, not
propaganda or
concedes that everyone has fascistic
the man. The
The
ephemeral
success
of
jeans,
ad?
This
tendencies, i.e. valuing the cult of
individuals
propaganda
tradition, having a fear of difference,
fascist movements
pictured in
pictured
and possessing contempt for the
propaganda
depends on aggressive
weak. Fascism during Hitler's vivacious
were
sexuality
dictatorship meant that everyone
representative
and
seductive
who chose/was chosen to follow him bridled by selfof one group
regulation.
propaganda to appeal to
would have the chance to live a better
of
people
The men were
life and to work toward
united under
the
masses.
Similarly,
sexy
but
strengthening the Fatherland. Every
Nazi
controlled.
individual wants a chance to have a
successful advertising
ideology. The
Hugo
Boss
good life and to be part of an
woman
depends
upon
persuasion
plays
with
the
organization/country which is
pictured in
same images,
strong and which needs its citizenry.
of the masses.
this
Polo
using
sexuality
Fascism is not so foreign an idea
advertisement
ready to burst
when considered under these terms.
sports
a
its buttons to
What modern advertising says is;
puffed
up
sell his clothing
"Use our product and you will not
and proud physical presence, so to
and cologne. The models in his ads
only be one of us, you will be
speak, advertising the American flag
repress their sexuality enough to
happier." It appeals to the basic inner
and a streamlined body. She is proud
make
the
advertisement
seductive
drive of the basic individual. It is in
and strong and wears American
yet the element of control and
this way that Hitler's demagogic
discipline
in
the
form
of
defined
appeal worked on the masses and it
Continued on Page 14
ia also the wav in which advertising; nhvsiaue and determined facial
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Dining at Bates includes appetite for awareness
by Tracy Gregoire

Why is this important? One
reason is the effect this food waste
We often lose our sense of place
has on the LA Water Pollution
because of the "Bates Bubble"
Control Authority, our wastewater
syndrome and forget that we are a
treatment plant. This food waste is
part of a larger community.
believed to be the cause of high
Questions like "Where does our biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
waste go?" and "What impact does
which is an indicator of biological
the Bates community have on the
activity and oxygen uptake.
local
Wastewater
environment?"
treatment
are important to
plants rely on
ask and answer.
BOD and other
An example is
tests
to
In one week during
our food waste
determine how
which travels
much
short term, about
along
the
chemicals and
conveyor belt
4,000 pounds of food oxygen should
into
the
be added to the
is wasted, or about
unknown and is
sewage to keep
consequently
BOD
at a
4.4 ounces per meal. manageable
forgotten. The
food waste from
Bob Volpi, Director of level both
Bates College
inside the plant
used
to be
and after the
Dining Services at
collected in a bin
effluent
is
Bates, is seeking
system and then
released into
went into the
the receiving
better ways to deal
sewer after going
body of water.
through
a
One may
with this waste of
garbage disposal,
ask, why does
which ran an
the BOD level
food and water.
average of ten
in
Bates'
hours a day. This
wastewater
added up to 3300
matter? The
gallons of water a
wastewater
day (using an average of 5.5 gallons
goes into the sewer and is
a minute). In one week during short
transported to the treatment plant. If
term, about 4,000 pounds of food is
the BOD level is too high and is not
wasted, or about 4.4 ounces per meal.
reduced before the effluent is
Bob Volpi, Director of Dining
discharged into the Androscoggin
Services at Bates, is seeking better
River, not only is the plant violating
ways to deal with this waste of food
regulations, there can be harmful
and water.
effects on the river. If the BOD level

is too high in a river, the result may
be the depletion of dissolved oxygen
and loss of river life and water
quality.
Bates, as a significant water
waste discharger and the largest
"restaurant" in the area, has its
sewage monitored. The treatment
plant has to pay for costs associated
with using ammonia and
phosphorous along with the addition
of oxygen in the treatment of
wastewater to reduce BOD levels.
Bates and other major dischargers are
now paying for high BOD levels to
off set the costs incurred by the
treatment plant. Bob Volpi along with
Phil Meldrum and others are
working on ways to reduce BOD
levels at Bates.
The cause of the high BOD is
coming from Chase Hall. Testing
water samples at the sewer hole
above Chase showed BOD levels
within regulated limits. The tests at
the sewer hole that gets the
discharged wastewater from
Commons had high BOD levels.
Other possible contributors to BOD
include cleaners, chemicals, and
anything that contains organic
material. Other significant sources of
BOD from Chase Hall are unlikely
since the other discharge point into
the sewer system (from the other side
of the building) has been tested and
did not have a high BOD level.
In order to reduce food waste
into the sewer system, Volpi has
ordered a collector machine that will
strain the food waste and greatly
reduce the amount of organic matter
going into the sewer system. The
Collector S914 will also greatly

Fascism and fashion
Continued from Pagel3
colors. Consumers swallow her
image as positive and acceptable, yet
her message is powerfully
nationalistic.
To depict a woman as powerful
and proud is something unique to
fascism. Even in the 1930's, women
in Germany were depicted as robust
and proud members of the Reich;
perfect, of course, for childbearing.
They were also to be governed by
their men and were responsible for
feeding and caring for the men in the
Reich and for producing more male
children to fight for the Reich.
Modern advertising seems to be
drifting away from popular waif-like
images of women to the more

muscular, strong and athletic
depictions of women. This is
progressive in ways which have to do
with a more healthy and realistic
female body image but consequently
drift toward the streamlined,
muscular and uniform models of
identity which characterize fascist
ideals.
It should be noted that World
War II Germany is not the only
example which can be used to make
comparisons. Society tends to think
of Hitler in conjunction with fascism
due to the magnitude of his power.
Fascistic tendencies are international,
as every individual has probably
been stirred by the ideals which
fascism represents.
Fashion advertising with a
fascist bent is certainly not a

monumental threat to mainstream
politics and social structures. What
is most curious is that fascism has
become fashionable. It flaunts its
intangible attraction at consumers
through the pages of every fashion
magazine and periodicals of all
subjects from sports to gardens. Its
sensual imagery, its controlled
sexuality, its proclivity to rouse
feelings of a better existence, and its
overwhelming ability to attract and
persuade consumers to buy what is
advertised
is
remarkable.
Suggesting that Calvin Klein might
as well just change the color of his
famous little black shirts to brown is
going too far, but the influence of
fascism in the fashion industry is
worth acknowledging.

Guilt is superficial bourgeois
bullcrap. -Bullets Over Broadway

reduce the amount of water used to
rinse off the dishes. The strainer only
needs two gallons a minute
(compared to 5 or 6 gallons of water
previously used) which is
continually recycled by pumping the
water back through the system. The
new system should use about six
gallons per day (2 gallons per meal)
because of the
recycling of the
.water.

about our effects on the larger LA
community we live in. Our waste has
a significant impact on the area,
including the Androscoggin River.
The food waste we generate is at least
part of the BOD problem and it only
makes sense to look at how each
person can be part of the solution. To
start with, people can be conscious
of the food they
take and what
happens to the

The

uneaten

To get to the root of portions of
installation of the
strainer
will
People
the problem, we must food.
hopefully help
drop off their
reduce the BOD
food on the
ask why there is so
load generated by
conveyer belt
much food waste. The and it is
Bates. This does
not eliminate the
forgotten.
answer is obvious:
cause of the BOD
Likewise, once
which is the food
the wastewater
uneaten food left on
waste. The waste
is
in
the
is now disposed
sewers, it is no
the
trays.
Straining
of in the landfill
longer
which is another
the food waste may
something
environmental
people think
help the BOD
issue. To get to the
about. Just like
root
of the
in the case of
problem
but
it
does
problem, we must
napkins, we
ask why there is
make a
nothing to reduce the should
so much food
conscious
waste.
The
amount of food waste. effort to only
answer
is
take the food
obvious: uneaten
we can eat.
food left on the
When trying
trays. Straining the food waste may new foods, or coming in with a small
help the BOD problem but it does
appetite, it is easy to ask for a half
nothing to reduce the amount of food "portion and get seconds later. Bob
waste.
Volpi is working on making smaller
Education is an important part portions available. Through a joint
in learning and taking action in effort, we can reduce the amount of
environmental issues. It is important food waste we generate by doing
for the Bates community to know
these simple things.

Letters
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to the Editor
Editorial hit wrong note
To the Editor,
I was deeply perturbed by the editorial in the last issue of The Bates
Student. The paper asserted that; "The number of Bates students in
attendance of the memorial would have been tragic, had it not been for the
presence of the college choir, which was there, presumably, because they
had to sing."
John Corrie, the director of the college choir, sent out an e-mail asking
members of the choir if they wanted to sing for the Muskie memorial service
The members of the college choir who sang for the Muskie memorial did so
on a volunteer basis, not because we "had to sing". Some members of the
choir who are here for short term opted not to sing in the service.
I would hope that the editors of The Bates Student would have a
reasonable foundation (rather than a presumption) from which to assert their
claims against members of the College Choir. Rather than condemning the
motivations of those who attended the service, wouldn't it be wiser to focus
your ire exclusively on those who chose not to attend? I think it would be
inappropriate if I published an editorial claiming that the editors of The
Bates Student attended the Muskie memorial service presumably because
they had to cover the event for the news section.
Edmund Muskie is a testament to the notion of principled politics and a
great model for those aspiring to public service. It was indeed sad that his
memorial service was poorly attended. As a student body, we should hold
ourselves to a higher standard.
Respectfully submitted,
David Lieber '98
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Never judge a station by the size of its wattage
Bates’ own WRBG making Portland stations sweat
by Kevin Wyatt
So here's an
occurrence:
W C Y Y ,
Portland's giant
(500,000 watt)
alternative rock
station, aired a
promotion
announcing
their exciting
new
programming
lineup.

interesting

schedule, and you may giggle as I
did...). The WRBC Board heard about
this, and laughed half heartedly. It's
ironic, as well as a compliment, but
it was also
somewhat
disturbing.
Why would a
station
that
reaches from
the southern
border of the
state through
the Belfast area
concern itself
with a 150-watt
non commercial
station
in
Lewiston? We
chose to dismiss
the incident as
coincidence, or
at the very least,
unimportant to
WRBC.
This past
week, WCYY
played a song
by the Smiths,
followed by a
WCYY radio
personality
quipping "93.9
WCYY
m u s i c ... f o r
Bates."
What?
What did we do to deserve this?
Sure, the station was renovated,

Why would a
station that
reaches from the
southern border
of the state
through the
Belfast area
concern itself
with a 150-watt
non commercial
station in
Lewiston?

Wednesday
would feature
loudrock and
metal as the
dominant
musical theme.
Thursdays
would
offer
college
rock
(indie rock that
found a major
label and/or
gained enough
mainstream
media attention
to be played by a
mass-market
station). Fridays
and Saturdays
would
be
dance/hip-hop. A great schedule,
one might say. And a familiar one at
that (check WRBC's second semester

Start preparing
yourselves for the
infamous,
scandalous,
ridiculous last issue
of The Bates Student,
scheduled to arrive
on Wednesday, May
22. Better wear
gloves.

repaired and painted in fall of '95.
Sure, the new Board of Directors
strengthened the day-to-day
maintenance
of
archivism,
promotions, production, technical,
and industry (as well as community)
relations. These improvements were
essential, but they would hardly
attract the attention of an urbanbased commercial outlet. What is
happening at WRBC that has bullies
picking on us?
I've got an answer.
It's
the...waves. The radio waves at 91.5
MHz are just dripping with
infectious tunes all day long. Have
you checked it out? While WCYY is
copying our old schedule, we've
moved on. Prime-time ska,
industrial, funk, indie, experimental,
trip-hop, and some college rock to
boot.
Bloody Wednesday, for example,
features loudrock acts weeks before
they break the nationwide hard
music market.
Prime time
Wednesday features live local metal
acts, all of whom have had a great
time and put on a solid performance.
And on and on...
We hoped that some extra
internal efforts would result in a
heightened respect for the station,
and in turn, increased DJ enthusiasm.
Meeting attendance is up, zany DJ
theme shows, on-air antics,
giveaways (yeah, we have a prize
vault now...well, it's actually a shelf,
but the shelf is full...) and more dot

the schedule, making listening more
enjoyable.
Simply, our Djs are into what
they are doing. This enthusiasm for
sharing
new music
has
Djs
sounding
fresh. That
college
radio

mumble,
i.e. "that
was the
cure,
here's

badreligion,
91.5, you
get
the
point", has
been
replaced
with
something
much'
more

find appealing. Get involved. Call or
e-mail us and let us know what you
think of what you hear. We'll tell you
where you can find it, suggest some
similar artists,
whatever. Music
is part of almost
everyone's life why not expand
your definition?
Our first
intention was to
retaliate with
some
nasty
promos dragging
WCYY through
the dirt (when
you think about
it,
inciting
competition with
a bunch of *
creative college
students with
access to the
airwaves was
bold, very bold).
Nah; their on-air
quality insults
their cause worse
than we ever
could. We're just
going to keep doing what caught
their attention in the first place —
bring the community a diverse
schedule and exciting DJ roster that
captures the local ratings, and makes
stations 1000 times our power sweat.
Why get even when you're
winning already?

We're having
fun! Good shows,
. solid sound,
WRBC has an
identity again.
Lewiston is
noticing. So is
the industry. Are
you?

interesting
to listen to
at the very
least.
S
o
what am I saying? We're having fun!
Good shows, solid sound, WRBC has
an identity again. Lewiston is
noticing. So is the industry. Are you?
I guess you could call this a
challenge to you. We have tens of
thousands of musical gems to share
- one never knows what they might

OLO FOLKS’ VAOtAfc COhWtBSfVTloM, 105o A'C?

NEWS
IN BRIEF
Ba tes beats

Around
Vtaine State Parade

Discussing diversity face to face.
Sponsored by the affirmative action office, these informal
lunchtime talks work to forge understanding, tolerance

Bowdoin in
annual debate
A team of three Bates debat¬
ers successfully defended the reso¬
lution, "The National Basketball
Association should not require its
players, coaches and trainers to
stand for the National Anthem."
The Bates team of Barbara Raths
'96, Lucy Fowler '97 and Christo¬
pher Tine '96 beat a three person
team from Bowdoin College in the
annual Bates-Bowdoin President's
Cup debate on Monday evening,
May 6th, in Chase Lounge.
Bowdoin was represented by Chris
Evans, Kim Pacelli and Jamon
Bollock. Chris Tine and Lucy
Fowler recently beat Stanford to
win the University of Chicago
Tournament and all three debaters
competed at the National Champi¬
onships in April at Swarthmore
College.
The Bates team argued that to
force players and coaches to stand
for the playing of the National An¬
them was equivalent to compelled
speech. Additionally they argued
successfully that such publicly
compelled oaths of national loyalty
were remanent of the McCarthy era
and therefore inappropriate as well
as being historically considered
anti-American.
Bowdoin countered by sug¬
gesting that the NBA was a private
organization which had to concern
itself with the wishes of its fans or
risk financial jeopardy. They went
oh to argue that it was acceptable
for employers to require employ¬
ees to wear uniforms, conform to
standards and participate in the
creation of a corporate image; re¬
quiring players and coaches to
stand, argued Bowdoin, is simply
a case of image making.
Charlotte Renner, an award
winning journalist for Maine Pub¬
lic Radio and host of "Maine
Things Considered" served as a
judge for the round. The second
judge was Richard Barringer, Di¬
rector of the Edmund S. Muskie
Institute of Public Affairs in Port¬
land. After the audience delivered
one minute speeches, a vote of the
house was taken as a third vote.
The final vote of the two judges and
the audience majority was 3-0 in
favor of Bates.
The annual President's Cup
debate is sponsored by Presidents
Harward and Edwards as a way of
encouraging amicable competition
and conversation between the two
colleges. Both Presidents attended
the debate. The tradition, which
dates back to the beginning of the
century, was only revived last year;
Bowdoin hosted the first debate,
which Bates also won.

by Tina Iyer

The parade was just a cover. Okie
the Oakhurst Acorn was really
running from a steroid-happy
squirrel.

This man will not be your
rommencement speaker.
Paige Brown photos.

To initiate the first lunchtime
talk in a series of diversity discus¬
sions sponsored by the affirmative
action office, Joanna Lee, director of
affirmative action at Bates, ad¬
dressed the intimate crowd gathered
in the Benjamin Mays Center with
the words, "The more we tell each
other ohr stories ... the more we be¬
gin to embrace the wonderful dif¬
ferences between us."
For Lee, the idea that the best
manner in which to learn to under¬
stand and appreciate the differences
within any community is to have
face to face discussions, and it is a
method of communication that she
feels need more emphasis at Bates.
Maine storyteller and humor¬
ist Joe Perham began the series. The
hope was that through the telling
of Perham's own story the path for
the sharing of stories amongst those
who are not professional storytell¬
ers would be paved.
Perham began with a number
of jokes, but his less humorous com¬
ments, which addressed the issues
at hand, were the most effective. In
discussing the importance of
storytelling, Perham mentioned the
value of shared experience, claim¬
ing that for him, community " ... is
the greatest investment on this
earth."
Before
beginning
his
storytelling, Perham also mentioned
that for community to be strength¬
ened, communication is vital, be¬
cause "with issues dealing with
people, dialogue is key."
For roughly an hour, Perham
told the story of his life, focusing
heavily on his childhood in West
Paris and the manner in which his
continual contact with the town's
Finnish community affected his life.
Through a mix of anecdotes, jokes,
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and music, Perham emphasized the
worth of the process of talking and
listening, since "Every single one of
us is wearing a big sign saying
'Make me feel important.'"
’
Joe Perham concluded his por¬
tion of the lunchtime talk b.y pro¬
nouncing, "I just hope that we don't,
like Rip van Winkle, sleep through
a revolution, because we're in one."
Following Perham, the atten¬
dants of the talk gathered together
to discuss their own stories. This
part of the program is at the heart

"The more we know
about each other the
more we can learn
from each other."
Joanna Lee
Director of Affirmative
Action

of the lunchtime series; Lee has al¬
ways felt that"... the more we know
about each other the more we can
learn from each other." Even this
small group of people talking about
their backgrounds and how their
experiences shaped their lives and
personalities is one further step in
the appreciation, education, and tol¬
eration of differences.
The affirmative action office
will hold one more lunchtime talk
on Wednesday, May 22, at noon in
the Mays Center, and the event is
open to the entire campus commu¬
nity.
The series will continue on next
year, and, as Lee explains, "I'm hop¬
ing that next year... people will feel
comfortable to flow in and out [of

Storyteller Joe Perham entertains
the crowd at the lunchtime
diversity talk.
Sean Donohue photo.
the series of talks]," and not feel that
they are committed to attend every
single session. Lee went on to say
that the atmosphere of the talks is
such " ... that people [can] tell their
stories and not feel that they need
to be confined to one group."
While Joanna Lee recognizes
the value of outside speakers and
lectures, she also knows that the best
form of communication is done face
to face. The lunchtime diversity
talks are meant to "make us take a
deeper look into the cultures," of
both ourselves and others, says Lee,
who hopes ultimately that "... this
will help us [Bates] to become a co¬
hesive community."
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Library renovations: It’s what’s on the inside that counts
by Tina Iyer
Fondly known by some as
"George and Helen's house," Ladd
Library, designed in the late 1960's
and built in the early 1970's, is about
to get a face lift. "It was, at the time
[that it was built], an outstanding
library building," remarks Gene
Wiemers, librarian. In fact, Ladd
and its architects were the recipients
of various awards for masterful ar¬
chitecture. Despite the skillful de¬
sign and construction of the library
building, Ladd no longer quite
meets the needs of Bates.
According to Wiemers, stan¬
dard library buildings are rarely
built to last longer than twenty
years; after that, the building is ex¬
pected .to require either internal or
external changes, or perhaps both.
The life expectancy of a library is the
result of the process of time; for ex¬
ample, additions and expansions to
the library's collection are followed
by a demand for increased shelf and
seating space. Therefore, while
Wiemers maintains that "Bates is
spectacular in terms of maintenance
[of Ladd] ... it's [the library] still
beautiful, it's still clean ... and Bates
students tend to take care of things,"
President Harward asked Wiemers

and the rest of the library staff to
consider possible ways to keep the
library functioning in a modem and
favorable, manner for the next ten
years.
Currently, a new academic
building and student center are the
College's top priorities for actual
construction; only after these two
buildings are finished will major
external renovation of Ladd be pos¬
sible. Thus, the changes scheduled
for the library are primarily within
the already existing structure, and
the changes involve as much reshuf¬
fling of shelves as they do construc¬
tion.
The library adds upwards of
10,000 volumes a year to its collec¬
tion, and must also comfortably ac¬
commodate a student body that has
been steadily increasing in size. Tak¬
ing these factors and others,
Wiemers, the library staff, and archi¬
tects David Sheffield and Michael
Cohen came up with final plans for
Ladd's renovations. They needed
to ask themselves "what can we do
inside the building without making
it bigger?" and decide how to "use
the space we have for our maximum
benefit," mentions Wiemers.
Finals goals and plans, con¬
firmed in mid-December, included
increasing the number of seats,
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0"Check
this out
Student-run support
group to address
chronic health concerns

This view of the library (sans Steve Young) will remain the same, at least
for awhile, but behind the closed doors, expect some big changes.
_Paige Brown photo.

housing a larger collection of books,
providing the electronic services
that will be needed, and doing all of
this for the least amount of money.
Visible changes will be taking
over the next three to five years,
with the most major work being
done in the summers of 1996 and
1997. The results of these renova¬
tions are varied and too numerous
to be listed here fully; students can
expect to find a new classroom for

instruction in the use of electronic
resources, more seats for study,
tables and carrels equipped to
power laptop computers, the move¬
ment of the periodicals from the
ground floor to the first floor, and
the construction of a floor adjacent
to the two-story mezzanine area.
Anyone interested in the report
and plans for Ladd's renovations
can find them on reserve in the li¬
brary.

No caption could possibly do justice to whatever activity it is that these two gentlemen are engaged in. Better merely to sit and ponder the endless
possibilities.

Paige Brown photo.

The State of Maine
Hill(ary) to thrill Maine Democrats, Bean goes plastic, dead
man naked, and the return of Cruella DeCosby
■ Hillary Rodham Clinton is expected to be in Maine on May 17 for the opening night of the Maine Democratic Convention, although the details
for the First Lady's visit have yet to be determined. She is slated to deliver the keynote address at this Portland convention, sharing the stage
with prominent Maine Democrats such as former Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell and Representative John Baldacci.
■ On May 5, a moose was hit by a car on Route 25 around 10:00 p.m. The driver of the car sustained minor injuries; the moose died. It was big
enough news for The Portland Press Herald—it's big enough news for you.
■ They might take American Express, but soon L.L. Bean will be telling you that it's o.k. to leave home without that credit card, as long as you
have the new L.L. Bean Visa card. Bean has recently joined forces with MBNA America Bank to offer the public the first L.L. Bean credit card.
This is more than just a department store card that will work only at Bean - it's a normal Visa card that works everywhere that they take Visa.
Also, it has a pretty picture of a lake and a mountain and a forest.
■ On May 7 a naked man ran into speeding traffic on the Maine Turnpike, got hit by bn oncoming truck, and died. The victim had crashed his
car into a guardrail while still fully clothed, but after the accident (in which he was not injured at all) he stripped off all of his clothes (police have
yet to determine why) and started running across the highway. It's really not funny.
*
■ Ding dong the witch ain't dead ... Carolyn Cosby is up to her usual (silly pet) tricks. She and her group, Concerned Maine Families, who were
the proponents of November's Referendum Question 1, are back on the scene with their anti-gay crusade. Concerned Maine Families has just
filed proposed legislation that would void all same-sex marriages performed in other states if the couple were to move to Maine. Currently,
no state recognizes same-sex marriages, but this is expected to change in the near future.

Students are often so consumed
in the stress of their own daily grind
of classes, work, activities, and
friends that they tend to forget a
group of people who are affected
even more profoundly by the re¬
sponsibilities of being a college stu¬
dent. Individuals with chronic
health concerns,*both physical and
emotional, confront the same bur¬
dens of daily life as everyone else,
but these burdens are compounded
by the hardship of living with
chronic illness.
As a student dealing with her
own chronic health problems, Tracy
Gregoire '98 found that having even
one other student who was strug¬
gling with the same issues was an
invaluable form of support’. Accord¬
ing to Gregoire, "That [having an¬
other student to talk with] really
helped me out ... dealing with the
Bates load, and the physical and
emotional demand of it."
'Unfortunately, Gregoire also
recognized that students with
chronic health concerns were not
made aware of each others' exist¬
ence, and thus there was a lack,
number-wise, of people with whom
to discuss the issue of living with
health problems. "It's frustrating not
having a lot of students to talk to,"
remarks Gregoire, who therefore
decided to start a student-run group
for students living with chronic
health concerns.
Gregoire brought the idea to the
Health Center, and with the help of
the center and Health Educator
Cindy Visbaras, who dealt with
much of the laywork, the group is
currently testing its wings. So far
they have met only once, but
Gregoire expects that they will come
into full form during the 1996-97
school year, saying "I'm hoping next
year to start at the beginning of the
year and open it up to anyone."
The support group is not spe¬
cific about what type of health prob¬
lems members might have; indi¬
viduals can be dealing with chronic
mental, emotional, or physical prob¬
lems. The members will meet in an
informal atmosphere to share infor¬
mation about methods of treating
and living with illness, and to learn
from and about each others' experi¬
ences.
Gregoire also hopes to be able
to inform others about Bates' ser¬
vices for students with chronic
health concerns, and to make known
how supportive the College is in
accommodating individual needs.
As important as the meetings of
this student run group will be,
Gregoire also sees the contacts that
students will make in meeting and
knowing each other as one of the
main benefits. Of the start of the
group and the issues that it hopes
to tackle, Gregoire says "I'm really
enthused."
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Beer swillers, bone crushers, make for a
grand ’ol time at the IM ballgame
Veteran sportscaster delivers play-by-play action from Randy field
by Andy Shriver
Welcome sports fans to the thirty-seat staduim here at
famous Randy field. "Hope you're ready for another exciting
matchup in Bates Intramural (IM) Softball! This is Guy Smiley
reporting from the sky box here on the third row of the bleachers
just off College Street. The skies are grey and overcast as usual
for the merry month of May, but today's game should be a
whopper in spite of the weather. The lack of sunshine is probably
keeping a few fans away but who needs 'em anyway.
"On the field today are two of Bates' finest softball teams;
both exemplifying the spirit of IM sports at Bates. The home
team today hails from laundry room of Merrill Gym and calls
themselves "The Jock Strap Funnels." They seem confident and
spirited, ready to show off their high school talent on the fields
of Bates! Still feeling the effects of the beer-b-que from the
previous night, the distance of the home-run
fence doesn't phase 'em. Here is some footage
from the interview I had earlier with the team
captain, known as "Chief":
Guy: "How are you feeling about the
competition today, Chief?"
Chief: "That flimsy green fence out there
is only a two second flight for that there softball
after it hits my bat. After twenty minutes of
practice grounders and fly-outs, the "Jock Strap
Funnels" are going to kick some serious pansy
ass."
Guy: "Well Chief, looking at the bellies on
some of your players, it looks like you might
be taking yourselves a little too seriously."
"Moving right along, the away team set to
reckon with this juggernaut of supposed
softball power is known as "Young, Dumb, and
Intoxicated", a team who may be less polished
but are seriously fired up to knock the white
grapefruit around. They are armed and ready
with big smiles and even bigger beer cups.
Their practice methods seem a bit unusual in
this most competitive of bush leagues. What
an astonishing display of agility though,
handling the ball while not spilling a drop of,
their inspirational libation! Between throws
each team member takes another quaff out of
their cups, then chucks the ball to an eager
teammate. This should be an entertaining
match to say the least.
"Time for the lead-off batter. Neither team
seems to have a clear star that carries the team
but everyone has delusions of talent. Just look
at the way the big guy in the white baseball hat
swings that aluminum bat. Number five over
thereis ready with his rally hat already on
backwards. Did he-come to the game that way
or does the team with the big cups scare him with their
impressive blunders and steady laughter?
Holy smokes, we have an injury already! "Young, Dumb,
and Intoxicated" just carted their largest player off the field with
a stoved finger! This team just lost their loudest and most
intimidating player! They don't seem to be too concerned. The
big guy has a beer and looks happy.

"And here comes the pitch... a high arc with some nice spin
and Hookah drops a well placed blooper between third and one
of four deep infielders. The short-stop comes up with it and
makes a late throw to first. But wait, the team in the field is
jumping up and down saying she was out at first. What is this, a
circus? Well I'm no ringmaster but this is reekin' like hogs in the
sun. One away in the top of the first.
"Welcome back! It's the bottom of the third inning, our score
is 10 to 1 and our batter is an imposing figure with a mighty,
practice swing and an intense look. He passes up the first two
pitches. "Way to wait for your pitch, Spanky! Soon she'll pitch
one that doesn't bounce before the plate." The pitcher winds up
with a malevolent look in her eye, or is it beer haze? Here's the
pitch... smack! A drive deep to center and yes, that one's a goner,
folks. A solo shot to center, probably went about 120 feet. To the
loud cheers of the other team everyone in the field takes a big
swig. Guess that guy was right about his new bat. And with that
home run making it 11 to 1 there is a meeting
on the mound. What are they doing out
there; they seem to be havin' a pretty good
time? I've never seen a team react so
positively to getting slammed. This is Bates
where even the softball tournament is
serious business! Obviously the winning
team is into winning. Just look how they
have been patting each other on the butt
after each good play.
"Batting second is ... wow, we sure
haven't seen too many of these come to the
plate for this team, a woman! And look, they
are going to let her swing the bat but some
guy is going to run for her if she gets a hit.
Maybe her legs don't work well enough to
get her down the first base line. Funny, she
looks perfectly capable. The Funneling Jocks
must know something we can't see from
here. Here comes the pitch and crack! a line
drive at the pitcher which she fields and
throws to first. She is out by a single step.
The water boy runs to the mound to offer
the pitcher a congratualtory swig.
Teamwork folks, that's what it's all about!
"The light levels here in Lewiston are
getting dangerous and rumor has it that they
are serving chicken tenders tonight at
Commons. Both sides seems content to quit
and get on with the rest of their Short Term
entertainment this night.
Our final score here is too much to
too few and the losers don't seem to care.
Those cups they brought along seemed to
be of more use than their gloves. They
certainly enjoyed themselves out here today,
despite the seriousness of their opponents.
Beth Whitten drawing.
They seemed to have a helluva better time
say with authority when the game starts but somebody looks than the winners and they sure looked good doing it.
Thanks for tuning in this afternoon and special thanks to
ready to step up to the plate to get us underway. Our lead-off
hitter this afternoon is Hookah and she fs carrying her cup with Bud and Miller High Life for letting us sponsor them and being
her to the plate. Look at that, even before she takes one pitch the there when we needed them. Tune in tomorrow for the spineteam in the field has already adjusted and moved into the deep tingling action of the IM softball match between "We Love Lorena
infield. They must have scouted her at the game yesterday over Bobbitt" and "The Erector Sets".
at Russell.

"I've been covering IM softball here at Bates for several years
and well, I've seen a lot. I saw the Fightin' Cane Toads win it all
a few years back but I tell you I have never seen the raw intensity
of this year's teams. Everybody seems to be aiming for the
windows on the third floor of Rand or the roof of Underhill Arena
when they step up to the plate. With the exception of the team
on the field with the big plastic cups, everybody is all business.
These folks are ready to win. They stack the batting order and
get the minimum number of women on the team so they can
maximize the chances of getting the extra base hit that might
make all the difference when the score is 9 to 2 in their favor.
"Chief" told me in the interview that Bates women who play
IM softball have never been known for their power in the clutch.
To insure the contest is a blow-out the "Jock Strap Funnels"
switch the balls between innings so their opponent is hitting a
softer ball that won't go as far. If the bats weren't metal I'm sure
they would cork them too. With no umpire there is no one to

Don’t forget to check out the play on Sunday and Monday
night which has nothing to do with the enactment of an
extraordinary correspondence.
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$500 X-treme Fun
College Incentive
\

Pius, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto CareJ

j

Available to all College Students!
If you’re a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.3

$500 Certificate

Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care'which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance,
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required.2
But don’t wait...this limited otter ends

September 30,1996!

Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.

Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including,,,
COROLLA

CAMRY

TERCEL.

Beyond the elementary
in Toyota quality.

Sporty yet pragmatic
performance.

Dean’s List for youthful
function & styling.

®TOYOTA

1

ask for “College”
http://www.toyota.com/college

1 2 yr,/2S,QQQ ffiile Toyota Auto Care Term covers the first 5 regularly scheduled oil changes and inspections in your Owner's Manual Supplement Routine Maintenance Log.
2 To qualified'customers through the Toyota Motor Credit Corporation: 1) Graduate, within the next six months, from an accredited four-year college, university, or registered nursing degree program; graduate from an accredited
iwo-year college; or be enrolled in an accredited graduate degree program. In all cases, you have one year from receipt of your degree to take advantage of the program. 2) Acquire a verifiable job offer that will begin
within 120 days of your purchase, with a salary sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and vehicle payments. 3) Show proof of insurability. 4) Have no adverse credit history. See your participating Toyota dealer for
details. Similar program available in AL, FL, GA, NC & SC thru World Omni Financial Corp.. Not available in HI.
3 $500 incentive is available with any other Toyota offer. Simply call 1-800-G0-Toyota and ask for “College” to receive your certificate. Offer is valid on the purchase or lease of any new 1996-1997 Toyota vehicle and ends
September 30,1996.
©1996 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.

The Arts
Music
May 18: The Portland Community
Chorus will be performing in the
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall.
Admission is by donation. The time
is TBA.
May 21,28: The last Tuesday noon¬
day concerts of the year will be per¬
formed in the Olin Arts Center Con¬
cert Hall. Admission is free. The
performers will be announced in
the monthly calendar.

Theatre/Readings
May 11-19: The theatre department
of Bates presents "Etta Jenks", which
is a play about a small-town girl's
pursuit of stardom in Hollywood.
The production is performed in the
Gannett Theatre. Tix are $6 general,
$3 students and seniors, FREE for
Bates students. The play begins at
2 p.m. on Sundays and 8 p.m. oth¬
erwise. To purchase tix: call the the¬
atre box office at x6161 and make
reservations.
May 19-21: The Robinson Players
are presenting "Macbeth". Instead
of Shakespeare on the Puddle, the
performance will be Shakespeare
on Mount David. Directed by Greg
Arata, the show is expected to be
great fun for all. Admission is free.
Bring blankets and sunglasses and
something to sit on.
May 20: A distinguished American
Poet, Donald Justice, will be read¬
ing from his selections. Admission
is free and the reading will take
place in Chase Lounge at 8 p.m. For
more information, call college rela¬
tions at x6330

Museum Art
Ongoing through May 27: The Senior
Thesis Exhibition is being shown in
the Upper Gallery of the Olin Arts
Center. Admission is Free. The Mu¬
seum is open Tuesday-Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
May 18: The Bates Arts Society will
be hosting a one-day exhibition of
student artwork which will be held
in Chase Gallery. Admission is
Free. The time is TBA.
June 7-August 16: There will be an
exhibition titled, "Embroidered Tex¬
tiles", by artist, Nancy Hemenway,
in the Upper Gallery of the Olin
Arts Center. Admission is Free. For
Museum times see the above list¬
ing.

Other Events ...
The Bates Arts Society is still accept¬
ing submissions for their exhibition.
All art submitted is accepted and
will be displayed with the exhibi¬
tion. Call Maya at x5110.
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Art Club promotes exhibition & acquisition
by Josh Popichak
Is your idea of an artistic mas¬
terpiece the mashed potato sculpture
you so carefully crafted while eating
dinner at Commons last night? Well,
the Bates Art Society would like to
expand your artistic horizons.
"Our mission is to promote and
support the arts on the Bates campus
as a whole," stated Tom Beer, coor¬
dinator of the group. "By bringing
people directly into contact with the
arts we hope to promote a greater
awareness and appreciation of them
by the members of the Bates commu¬
nity," he continued.
Currently, Beer and the other
members of the Society are organiz¬
These prints by Chuck Holtzman, which are labeled "Untitled 1995", were chosen by the Bates Museum of Art with
ing a one-day exhibition of student
the help of the Bates Art Society.
_
Photo courtesy of Daniel Elias Editions.
artwork to be held in Chase Gallery
the
Museum's, but the Bates Art So¬
Museum of Art. Aside from the fact
workshop environment.
on May 18. "Anyone can enter a
ciety has set aside some of next year's
Along with workshops, field that it holds its weekly meetings
piece of artwork. It's not a contest of
budget for the collection of art, which
trips will play an increasingly impor¬ there, each Tuesday at 6 pm, the So¬
any sort," said Beer.
will be given to the Museum in the
tant role in fulfilling the mission of ciety has begun to play a role in the
Several people have already
name of the organization.
the Society in the future. The orga¬ selection of artwork to be purchased
submitted artistic creations to be dis¬
"In the future we'd like to pro¬
nization has been attempting to put for the Museum.
played at the show, which the Soci¬
vide people with the opportunity to
According to Maya Shinohara,
together a trip to the Portland Art
ety hopes will be as successful as the
learn more about collecting and
who will co-coordinate the Arts So¬
Museum,
one held in
curating," said Beer, who credits the
and, although ciety with Audrey Lucas next year,
Chase Gallery
Museum's Assistant Curator, An¬
plans for the the group recently assisted the mu¬
earlier in the
thony Shostak with the success of the
trip are on seum curators in choosing an origi¬
year.
"Anyone can
acquisitions project so far. "The Mu¬
hold for now, nal print, which was ultimately
A number
seum has
bought. The
the
Society
is
of shows have
enter a piece of
been very
seeking to untitled 1995
been held in the
generous to
"sponsor Chuck
Olin Arts Cen¬
artwork. It's
us," said
some trips to Holtzman
ter throughout
Beer.
not a contest of
other local print is actu¬
the year, but
The group
From the
galleries and ally a trip¬
minimal pub¬
any sort."
focus on exrecently assisted
museums in tych, a piece
licity and a lo¬
pansion,
the near fu¬ of artwork
cation some¬
Tom Beers
the museum
and clear
ture," accord¬ composed of
what off the
sense
of
ing to Beer.
three related
beaten track
_
curators in
purpose, it
Related images. In
have kept attenwould seem
to
the this case,
dance down,
choosing an
that
the
according to Beer.
Society's emphasis on instructive each section
Bates Art
workshops is its continuing commit¬ is an etched
In addition to student art exhib¬
original print,
Society is
ment to bridge the gap between col¬ plate, 30" by
its, the Society has initiated a num¬
which was
headed to¬
lege and community. The Bates Art¬ 20.25." Ac¬
ber of on-campus educational work¬
wards
a
shops. Paper-making, jewelry-mak¬
ists Community Connection (BACC) cording to a
ultimately
bright fu¬
is a manifestation of this commit¬ description
ing, sculpture, and drawing have all
ture. "It's a
of the piece
ment.
been the subjects of recent work¬
bought.
small orga¬
Though only in its infancy, the provided by
shops, and in some cases, the Society
nization,
BACC is a program "for which we the seller,
has been able to bring in experienced
but
the
have high hopes." According to Beer, Daniel Elias
artists from outside the Bates com¬
people in it
with luck, it will serve as a vehicle Editions of
munity to lead and assist participants
are very hard-working and dedi¬
through which Bates College and the Lincoln, Mass., "the individual plates
with their work.
cated," said Beer.
greater Lewiston-Auburn area can are effective as separate but related
Beer specifically cited a recent
share their respective artistic re¬ images. The result [of their combi¬
workshop at which a sculpting ma¬
In regards to the upcoming exhibit,
sources, while increasing awareness nation] is a subtle and enigmatic trib¬
terial called "fimo" was used to cre¬
to be held on May 18, or for information
ute to the productive . . . process of
ate intricate beaded necklaces. Fimo,
of the arts.
about the Arts Society, contact Tom Beer
Finally, it deserves to be noted creative thought."
a polymer, is easily sculptured at
at 777-7945. Pieces will be accepted up
The funds for the purchase of
that the Arts Society has recently
room temperature but hardens when
until the day before the show.
formed a strong tie with the Bates this particular piece of artwork were
baked, and so is ideal for use in a

NEA Update for 1996-97: The future looks bleak
by Ingrid Larson

federal funding for the NEA has been
further reduced to $240 million for
The New York Times recently 1996. This reflects a $20 million or
addressed the fact that "the House 7.7 percent decrease from 1995.
The 1997 NEA budget cut re¬
plan will kill NEA in 1997".
The House Republican leaders mains the product of House and Sen¬
ntend to cut the federal funding for ate compromise, and may actually
:he NEA within less than two years, extend from three to five years.
According to journalist Jerry
unless Congress authorizes new
spending. As noted in the previous Gray, "Conservatives have criticized
SJEAu£dateofSe£temberU95tthe_ the National Endowment for the Arts

for financing controversial, some say
obscene, projects and have charged
that the National Endowment for the
Humanities has favored liberal
causes in doling out money for me¬
dia grants, museums, and historical
organizations".
The extreme federal cuts and the
decisions of Congress may shock
many, but as Newt Gingrich said in
jmjnterviev^^ithJMSjaai^shortl^

after his election as Speaker of th<
House, "I am for the Atlanta Ballet
I'm for the Metropolitan and maybe
even the greatest art museum ii
America and New York City. But I'n
against the self-selected elites usinj
your tax money and my tax mone)
to pay off their friends."
Without th support of Congress
the NEA is looking forward to a bleal
future and threat of its cancellation
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“ Etta Jenks”: Well performed, poorly written
by Kate Perry
When you decide to see "Etta
Jenks" in the Gannett Theater some¬
time during the next two weeks, be
sure to arrive about half an hour
early. You surely do not want to miss
the eighties dance-fest and pimp-out,
which precedes the show. It's fun to
see the cast dance to AC/DC, Queen,
The Ramones; all the worst night¬
mares of your junior high dances.
The whole show presents what this
Hollywood party prelude hints: the
party, itself, should be fabulously
exciting, but, unfortunately, you
don't know anyone; however, all
people introduced to you are inter¬
esting characters, and they are
thrilled to death to be there; so you
seem to believe that you are just as
thrilled.
"Etta Jenks" explores how a
dirty and emotionless business can
force a person to come to a sense of
self-awareness in the crudest and
most degrading manner, no matter
what choices the person makes.
However, I won't moralize for you.
You will definitely be able to
catch the juxtaposition of the stuffed
bears and mounted moose with the
skin flicks and meaninglessness of
the sexual female body. Bates The¬
ater has once again showcased im¬
pressive talent with their choice in
actors, both experienced and not.
However, this show does not do jus¬
tice to any of them. With a medley
of people floating in and out of this
oversexed woman's 'career', "Etta
Jenks" has only a superficial continu¬
ity and vitality which creates no real
depth.
The plot of the play moves
smoothly through the first half as Etta
Jenks lets herself be sucked into skin
flicks and pretends she's a glamor¬
ous movie star, named Lana.
After intermission, the change in
atmosphere hits you like a ton of
bricks, as it should. Victimized to
victimizer, Etta seems to have it all
together, and the audience feels con¬
fused; the continuity falls apart.
Playwright Marlane Meyer succeeds
in surprising us in this transforma¬
tion.
As the ending proceeds with a
structure that reflects a semi-meaningful and cheap end to a mystery
novel, the plot simply falls apart. The
appearance of Etta's alter ego in the
second act, fails to fulfill the promise
of a powerful introduction.
Gina McMahon '99 once again,
very ably, takes a leading role. As
Etta, she has an excellent sense of
how to use the stage to her advan¬
tage in creating character and energy.
She holds the action of the play and
the attention of the supporting char¬
acters gracefully around her.
The rest of the actors, unfortu¬
nately, only fill the roles of support¬
ing characters. The writing of the
play and construction of the charac¬
ters only leaves a quirky characteris¬
tic we remember, and not real people
with dimension and depth.
These supporting roles are,
however, undertaken by some of the
best actors that Bates has to offer. C.
James Roberts, Jr '99 elicits sympa-

MAINE
Music

May 16: Acoustic Junction, an al¬
ternative band, will be performing
at the Stone Coast Brewing Com¬
pany, located at 14 York Street, Port¬
land. The opening act is TBA. Ad¬
mission is $5 and you must be 21+
to attend. The show starts at 9 p.m.
For tix or information about the
band, call (207) 773-2337.
May 25: Arlo Guthrie, son of leg¬
endary folk singer, Woody Guthrie,
will be performing at the Waterville
Opera House, located at 1 Common
Street, Waterville. Admission is by
reserved seating only. Prices are
$20 and $18. Tix are on sale at the
Opera House box office and at all
Strawberries music stores. For tix
or information, call (207) 873-7000.

Theatre
May 23-June 9: "Beyond Therapy",
a play written by Christopher
Durang, will be performed at the
Oak Street Theatre in Portland. The
play is a satire about two New
Yorkers who are both in therapy,
meet through the personals, and
fall in love. Production times are
Thursday-Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 5 p.m.

Museum Art
Ongoing through May 31: The Maine
College of Art is presenting its Se¬
nior Exhibition. The exhibition in¬
cludes thesis work by Maine Col¬
lege of Art Seniors. Admission is
Free. The Gallery will be incorpo¬
rating its new summer hours,
which are: Tuesday-Friday, 10 a.m4 p.m- For more information call
775-5152.

Chris Holmes '96 and Gina McMahon '98 have an intense conversation as they portray their characters, Ben and Etta,
during the opening performance of "Etta Jenks"._
«
Paige Brown Photo’.
thy for his character with ease as he
an excellent rapport during the con¬
Robin Gibbs '97, Kitty, especially
portrays Burt, an early boyfriend of versation between their characters.
grounds each scene she appears in.
Etta's. Chris Holmes '96 and Paul
But Jay Pringle '98 with his short, 'I Malachi Bergson '96, as a first time
Fox '96, as Ben and Spencer, are close
don't mince words' lines has an as,
actor, does himself proud as
to intimidating in their ruthless, ex¬
or more, effective presence on stage Sherman.
ploitative bad-guy roles, but, as char¬
as Alec.
The whole of "Etta Jenks" is un¬
acters that need to evolve along with
Senior Lee Susen skillfully plays
fortunately not greater than its parts.
the play, they lack some depth that
the part of the comical James. But ire Of course there are themes, which
playing bad-guys needs in order to
is also one of the supporting actors
include: the exploration of what the
be convincing and unstereotyped.
that we really begin to sympathize woman's body means; the juxtapo¬
Claudia Fernandez '98 is, as al¬
with. He probably does the most sition of physical existence and ex¬
ways, most inviting on stage, com¬
with the limited character he was of¬ ploitation with a spiritual displace¬
fortable in her character, Sheri, and
fered.
ment from the exploitation; and the
in touch with the audience. Her ease
Other support roles, which seem
issues of participating in and getting
for gamering laughs is useful, and as
to be intended by the author only for rich from what once destroyed you
her character evolves that ease re¬
effect and not for meaningful inter¬
and will destroy others in the future.
mains, though the play does not al¬
action, are well executed and di¬
Through Marlane Meyer's writing of
low for her to develop fully with the
rected, though without the dimen¬ her play, we see a tableau of uni-fac
changes in the action.
sion a real character needs. Susannah
Ben Levy '98, who portrays
Heelan '99, Danielle Perry '98, Kevin
Clyde, is a good complement to Gina
Ahern '96 and Darcy Donald '98 are
Continued on Page 25
on stage during their scene, creating
all excellent presences on stage.

Ongoing through June 2: The Port¬
land Museum of Art is exhibiting a
collection by Dorothea Rockburne,
titled, "Visible Structures". Admis¬
sion is $6 adult, $5 senior and stu¬
dent, and $1 youth 6-12. The Mu¬
seum is open Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Saturday, 10 a.m.-5p.m., Thurs¬
day and Friday, 10 a.m.-9 p.m., and
Sunday noon-5 p.m. For more in¬
formation call 1-800-639-4067.
Ongoing through June 9: The Port¬
land Museum of Art is exhibiting a
collection titled," Affinities of Form:
Arts of Africa, Oceania, and the
Americas from the Raymond and
Laura Wielgus Collection". Admis¬
sion prices and times are listed in
the above description.
May 23-June 16: The Portland Mu¬
seum of Art will welcome students,
friends and families to an exhibi¬
tion of student art. The artwork
was created by 275 third graders
and and is the culmination of the
Museum's ArtReach program
which began in March. Museum
times are listed above.
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Is this Mount David I see before me ?
by Ingrid Larson
Perhaps one of the most enter¬
taining and fun-filled elements of
Bates' Short Term is the Robinson
Players' annual production of
"Shakespeare on the Puddle".
This year's Shakespearean pro¬
duction will be creatively devi¬
ating from both the traditional
place and genre of the produc¬
tions over the past four years.
In past years, the
Shakespearean productions per¬
formed in Shakespeare on the
Puddle have been comedies or
romances. But this year/direc¬
tor of Shakespeare on the Puddle,
Gregory Arata '96, decided to
perform something that he feels
the audience can relate to more
than the romance comedies.
Also, this year's Production will
not literally be "on the puddle",
but instead, on Mount David.
Yet, a better place could hardly
be found on Bates campus to per¬
form Shakespeare's shortest and
bloodiest play, "Macbeth".
Unlike the romances and
comedies, "Macbeth" offers charac¬
ters to whom all can relate. As Arata
explained, "Macbeth is not strictly
this evil guy who is swayed by the

dark side of the Force, he's an
Everyman, he uses the ideas of 'what
if...' and actually goes through with
it." Arata continued, "This
Everyman story shows just one man,

"Macbeth is not
strictly this evil guy
who is swayed by the
dark side of the Force,
he's an Everyman, he
uses the ideas of
'what if.. / and
actually goes through
with it."
Greg Arata

his choice, and how it's all-consum¬
ing and devours him."
The connection between
-Macbeth and other characters, espe¬
cially Lady Macbeth, thus is most

Three of the cast members, Doug Williamson '96, Alan Reed '98, and Samantha
Russel '98, demonstrate their acting ability._Paige Brown photo.

crucial to the success of the play.
When casting for the two roles, Arata
said "I decided to cast blindly, and
take the best two who could handle
it.*'
Arata recognized the "dynamic
aspects and good rapport" be¬
tween John Drury '96 and Alex
Komlosi '96, and cast them as
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, re¬
spectively. Gregory Stoddard
'98, who plays Duncan, Ex¬
plained that this production
"continues
the
theater
department's tradition of gen¬
der-blind or gender-crossing
casting roles. We're leaving it
open to interpretation, we're not
really trying to put forth any spe¬
cific pointed conclusions, but just
presenting a dilemma for the au¬
dience to consider."
Perhaps the greatest element to
consider in this year's produc¬
tion of Shakespeare on the
Puddle is the location for
"Macbeth". Although Mount
David may at first appear an out¬
landish place to perform one of
Shakespeare's finest, Arata stated
that this new stage is geologically
reminiscent of "Macbeth's" highland
setting. "It's Scotland, up at the top,
it's brilliant with the rocks and moss
and sticks. It's both beautiful, yet a
wasteland—a barren plain of noth¬
ing."
The Mount itself creates the cru¬
cial atmosphere for Macbeth, espe¬
cially because the final scene of the
play will be at dusk, the time when
Shakespeare himself would have had
it performed in his original produc¬
tions.
Stoddard attributed the location
to the "excitement about the produc¬
tion." He said he believes "the loca¬
tion is just so perfect for 'Macbeth'
because it's so open and because
we're using so much of it—there's
action going on around the entire
audience. The environment lends its
own element to the play, because we
have to project so loudly there's an
element of urgency in the reverberation off of the rock."

■

Jolie Thomas '98, Maia Halperin '99, and Doug Williamson '96 avidly practice
their roles before the show debuts this weekend_Paige Brown photo
But, with such a different and
environment is the set."
challenging location for a production,
Clearly, this adventurous pro¬
duction is going to be very different
Arata noted that "it's going to be re¬
than any previous Shakespeare on
ally eery, scary, and bloody" creating
the Puddle. As Arata claimed,
the perfect atmosphere of "evil" for
"'Macbeth' will be like a haunted
the play, what Stoddard calls
hay-ride of sorts," as well as "the fist
"'Macbeth' as an action movie."
successful show to be put on Mount
Stoddard explained that this
production "pushes the limits of
David."
what one can do with the environ¬
"Macbeth" will run from May 19-21,
ment of the theater, and what people
with rain dates. So lace up the hiking
can do with the area around. As op¬
posed to being enclosed by four
boots, bring blankets, sunglasses and
baseball caps, and enjoy the show.
walls, to interact with the environment, the stuff is actually there, the

Summer Programs and Workshops
May 1-June 21: MECA summer program registration will occur. The deadline to register for all Summer Intensives, Adult Continuing Studies courses and
Classes for Young Artists is June 21. Courses will begin on June 24. The application deadline for Early College is June 7. Applications for Maine Summer
Institute in Graphic Design will also be accepted during this period. For information, call Grace Payne or Elizabeth Leavitt at (207) 775-5098.
June 17-June 21: The Maine State School for the Performing Arts presents a one week summer workshop in Tap-Jazz. The times are 4 p.m.-6:30 p.m. for
each session. The workshop will be directed by Jonathan and Linda Miele, and is open to all levels of instruction, beginner through advanced ages 6 years
through adult. Fees are $20 per day, $10 per class, or $85 per week. For information or a registration form, call (207) 856-1662. Registration fee is $10.
July 8-12, 15-19, 22-26, 26-27: The Theater Project will be presenting a three week Young People’s Theater Summer Institute with a festival on the last
two days (26-27). The first session will focus on Mime, Clowning, and Improvisation. The next session will focus on Story-Telling, and the last session is
mtitled, “Ensemble: Making Theater Together”. The Institute will meet from 9 a.m.-l:30 p.m., Mondays through Fridays. Fees are $100 for one week,
$190 for two weeks, and $275 for three weeks. Scholarship aid is available through the Vitelli Scholarship Fund. For more information on summer classes
;all David Skigen at 729-8584.
July 8-August 9: The Maine State School for the Performing Arts is sponsoring a Dance Department Summer Session Ballet Workshop. The workshop will
run from 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. daily. The workshop is designed for the serious ballet student with at least one full year of classical ballet training. For more
information and a registration form, call (207) 856-1662. There is a $10 non-refundable registration fee.
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Bates hosts contemporary folky female
Gatie Curtis, folk rock’s newest and greatest inspiration, to play on Thursday evening
by Ellen Scheible
Folk music has become increas¬
ingly popular in college radio.
Names such as Ani DiFranco and
Shawn Colvin have paved the way
for many contemporary ferAale folk
artists to introduce their sound to the
charts. One of these, Catie Curtis,
who released her Truth from Lies al¬
bum in January, will be performing
at Bates Thursday evening.
This performance is destined to
be one of the best Bates has seen all
year. Curtis is a nationally known
musician-singer-songwriter, and has
many popular songs released from
her latest album, which have made
their way onto the charts.
The concert is sponsored by the
Village Club, which is a non-alcoholic
student organization on campus, and
is part of the Village Club Series of
non-alcoholic events. Laura Ward,
one of the coordinators of the group,
defined the purpose of the organiza¬
tion when she explained that "the
president gives money to sponsor
alcohol free events on campus and to
utilize the Ben Mays Center."
Curtis has been described by
Album Network as "a primo example
of the new breed of singer/
songwriter", by the Springfield UnionNews as "reminiscent of Joni
Mitchell", and by The New Yorker as
a "folk-rock goddess". She has ap¬
peared in many other well-known
newspapers and magazines, such as:
Billboard, Boston Herald, Chicago Tri¬

handle her mother and father's di¬
vorce involving her mother's new
abusive boyfriend.

Catie Curtis has inspired many since the release of Truth from Lies, and hopes
to touch the Bates campus with this inspiration.
Guardian Records photo.
bune, and the Christian Science Moni¬
Besides her character in "Raditor.
cal", Curtis assumes different roles in
The most famous of her broad¬
many of her other songs on Truth from
casted songs is "Radical", whose lyr¬
Lies. A couple of those roles include
ics suggest a romantic relationship
the song titled, "Everybody Was
with a person of the same sex. The
Dancing", which is about a woman
words explain themselves when
who leaves her long term husband
Curtis sings, "I'm not being radical
during the senior years of her life and
when I kiss you/I don't love you to
the track, "The Wolf", which deals
make a point."
with a little girl who is forced to

her after the show," said Ward, "and
later she told her booking agent that
she really wanted to do this.".
Curtis'
The Vil¬
voice has been
lage
Club
described by
found them¬
the Washing¬
selves with a
ton Post as "so
great oppor¬
"I
talked
to
her
pure in pitch
tunity and
and tone ... it
great luck
after
the
show
and
seems
to
when they
glow." Her in¬
decided to
later she told her
struments give
book Curtis.
her music the
booking agent that
Not only did
moodiness
the booking
she really wanted to
that keeps each
agent origi¬
song firmly
nally
quote a
do this."
different, yet
price that was
hypnotically
over and be¬
Laura Ward '97
the same. She
yond any¬
plays
with
thing the col¬
back-up
lege could of¬
Jimmy Ryan,
fer, but Thurs¬
who follows her lead on a rare elec¬
day, May 16 was the only date Curtis
tric mandolin. Her voice combined
had open during the entire year. The
with her musically talented guitar
Club received a cut price simply be¬
playing make for a beautiful, yet
cause Curtis wanted to do the per¬
powerful album.
formance.
Ward first came in contact with
Ward explained her purpose for
Curtis during one of her perfor¬
bringing Curtis to the campus when
mances at Border's Books in Port¬
she said, "Her lyrics are very truth¬
land. "She's quite genuine and very
ful and I think people can really re¬
sincere," described Ward. "When
late to her."
she's with the audience she's very
smooth."
The performance occurs at 8:30 p.m. on
Ward approached Curtis, who is
Thursday, May 16 in the Ben Mays Cen¬
originally from Saco, Maine, after her
ter. There will be coffee and other refresh¬
performance at the bookstore and
ments available. The concert will be non¬
asked her if she would be interested
alcoholic. The show is free, so check it
in performing at Bates. "I talked to
out!

Less Stress

-1

by Stephen Pozgay
It was Sunday and the sun was hot.
But the ground was cool because it had
snowed just last night.
We spread the plastic coated gingham underneath an
elderly oak that was beginning to show evidence of what was to come, and idly
sipped lemonades.
She would not look at me, though I can hardly say I blame
her.
These past few days have filled me with shame and remorse.
Hardly had
the words left my mouth than I was almost literally lunging after them,
attempting to bring them back to my mind and lock them there behind a heavy
steel door.
For a few moments after they began their journey to her ears, I
could not move, nor could she.' And then came the tears. Running down my face
and flowing off my jaw, onto my lap; a great salty, wet puddle they made and
I wanted to lick them up, the way I used to lick her tears from her cheeks when
she would cry. She held my hand, but it was not the same; she would not lick
up my tears. All that was forgotten by me now; nothing would be the same, and
I had no idea how to hide my guilt. So we sat and idly sipped the lemonades.
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Don’t rock the schoolhouse? As if!
by Stephen Pozgay

enjoy in entirety. Perhaps you like a
few songs, or at worst, only one song,
but you want those songs in your col¬
Ok, remember when you were a
lection, so you buy the cd. School kid? Think for a second about Satur¬
house Rock! Rocks is not like this.
day morning cartoons during the late
A solid album through and
'70s and early '80s. What did you
through, all songs are truly a pleasure
watch? Loony Toons? Hong Kong
to hear, like Blind Melon's psyche¬
Phooey? I think my favorite was
delic journey with the magical num¬
Scooby Doo. Especially at the end
ber Three. Possibly the last song that
when the nefarious villain would in¬
lead singer Shannon Hoon worked
evitably rip off the mask and exclaim
on (he died in October, 1995), this is
"And I would have succeeded if it
one of the more listener friendly
wasn't for you meddling kids!" That
songs on the album and quickly gets
always made me giggle.
stuck in your head. Filled with an
But perhaps, the cartoons that I
expansive flute jam, this song Is sat¬
loved more than Scooby Doo were
isfying without being overly indul¬
the ones sandwiched between the
gent.
epi¬
Following
sodes;
up "Three
the little
Is A Magic
educa¬
Number"
tional
is the song
video
Perhaps the cartoons
which I
clips
that I loved more than
seem to as¬
called
soc i a t e
SchoolScooby Doo were the
with
house
SchoolRock! It
ones sandwiched
house
always
Rock! the
pleased
between the episodes;
most,
m
y
"Conjunc¬
the little educational
child¬
tion Junchood
video clips called
t i o n " ,
mind to
which is
see the
Schoolhouse Rock!
performed
little
by Louisicharac¬
anans, Bet¬
ters runter Than
n i n g
Ezra. They
around
continue the laid-back groove of
singing songs about history, math,
Blind Melon, but step it up a beat or
politics, grammar, and energy. .
two.
As a child, I had no idea that
"Conjunction Junction" is a song
these songs were supposed to be edu¬
about, obviously, conjunctions and
cational, yet I can still remember
their function. According to Better
humming one to myself during a
Than Ezra's singer/guitarist Kevin
math test. I simply thought of them
Griffen, "We jumped at the chance to
as fun songs to sing. These tunes
do this, because Schoolhouse Rock!
were meant to grab kids' attention
Is a great memory.... 'Conjunction
where conventional educational
Junction' is like the 'Stairway to
methods were unable to succeed.
Heaven' or 'Free Bird' of Schoolhouse
Recently, Atlantic Records re¬
Rock!" These two songs are also the
leased a compilation of some of these
most straight ahead rock songs on
songs called Schoolhouse Rock! Rocks,
this compilation. But not to worry,
with versions by some of today's art¬
they are the only examples of such.
ists—Better Than Ezra, Moby, Blind
DJ Moby and Skee-Lo are two of
Melon, Pavement, Skee-Lo, and
the artists who chose their songs with
Deluxx Folk Implosion—who grew
the thought in mind to keep the origi¬
up watching the cartoons on Satur¬
nal idea of the song, yet provide new
day mornings.
versions based on their own interpre¬
Each group provides a take on
tation of music.
these childhood classics that pre¬
Moby, who is known mostly for
serves the integrity of the song, yet
his DJ duties at raves and his albums
provides a musical update, giving
combining techno, hardcore, and rap
them a boost into the Nineties. The
genres, takes on the challenge of
songs bring everyone back to memo¬
"Verb: That's What's Happening."
ries of Saturday mornings, but that
Definitely the most active song on the
is not the only reason to enjoy this
album, Moby puts out a running beat
disc. The songs are actually all very
that is interspersed with a raging
well done.
guitar solo, which drives the song
A compilation is usually one of
faster and faster, until it seems like it
the most difficult types of albums to

Schoolhouse Rock! Rocks not only forces listeners to reminisce about those wonderful Saturday morning cartoons,
but is also donating a portion of the proceeds to the Children's Defense Fund.
Lava Records photo.
will explode.
This is a song which is a perfect
match of lyrical power and music
that justifies the vocals. You can al¬
most see Moby running on top of the
words, trying to keep up with them;
an appropriate vision for a song
about verbs.
Skee-Lo chose to produce
"The Tale Of Mr. Morton" be¬
cause he "can relate to his life's
ups and downs. He was a
humble, shy, and talented man.
He liked women and believed
in them as equals. He liked his
time alone, and expressed him¬
self through poetry."
Appropriately, his song is
a slow grooving vision of a shy
man who is in love. His rap is
smoothed out and sweet, keep¬
ing with the story and his de¬
livery could not be anymore
gentle. "The Tale Of Mr.
Morton" is a song about sub¬
jects and predicates, the way a
sentence is built, and with lines
like "Mr. Morton is the subject
of my sentence/and what the
predicate says he does," it is
hard for anyone not to grasp
this simple concept.
"On the education side,
what better way to explain a verb,
predicate, and complete sentence?"
says Skee-Lo. "Mr. Morton's story
tells the rest with an interesting twist
to the educational lyrics."
My personal favorite on this CD
is the first song, the Deluxx Folk Im¬
plosion version of "I'm Just A Bill."

It is a playful romp through the Capi¬
tal Hill process of democracy, with a
touch of sarcasm thrown in for good
measure.
The voice of Lou Barlow plays
the Bill and John Davis is the young
boy who is interested in the process

"On the
education side,
what better way
to explain a verb,
predicate, and
complete
sentence?"
Skee-Lo

of a bill becoming a law. The song is
much more narration than any other
on the album, and makes for a de¬
lightful introduction to the concept
of educational rock and roll.
With artists like Chavez,
Man...or Astro-Man?, Ween, and
Pavement also contributing songs,

this compilation turns out to be a
great way to introduce some of the
up and coming artists of today, while
remembering the past.
If the trip down memory lane,
the educational aspect, or the darn
good songs are not enough to con¬
vince you to buy this compila¬
tion, then you should know
that the record label has de¬
cided to give a portion of the
proceeds to a private, non¬
profit research and advocacy
organization known as the
Children's Defense Fund,
which designates its support
for "the needs of poor, minor¬
ity, and disabled children."
On the whole, there seems
to be only one problem with
this cd: the lack of women art¬
ists. Women are represented
once by the group Goodness,
but thaf is the only time a fe¬
male vocal is heard, except for
background vocals on The
Lemonheads' version of "Zero,
My Hero."
If that aspect would not
stop you from listening, then
give this compilation a chance.
You will not only be benef itting
a worthy cause and enjoying
some great songs, but you will find
yourself reminiscing about all those
wonderful Saturday mornings on the
couch, watching cartoons in your
pajamas, and eating cereal out of the
box. Just make sure you don't start
behaving like a kid (any more than
you already do).

Write Arts next semester. Yon won’t regret it.
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Play performance rocks, bnt script disappoints
Continued from Page 20
eted people who enter and exit the life
of a woman, who is supposedly na¬
ive, but mostly thoughtless, and sim¬
ply turns ruthless.
I could be missing the point in
criticizing the play for its lack of depth
in' forming a relationship with the
main character in the arena of show¬
biz.
Maybe that's the existential angst
that we're supposed to realize.
Maybe the first night euphoria hasn't
given way yet to the easy flow of a
performance tested before an audi¬
ence. However, there is still missing
in the writing, I believe, a venue for
the characters to connect with the
main character, and, therefore, the
audience.
The fact that the presence of al¬

most every actor on stage is striking,
complements the directing. Paul
Kuritz has pulled out of each charac¬
ter a stage presence and an addition
to the focus of the play. Though I have
difficulty with the nature of these
characters, each is obviously impor¬
tant to the movement of the play, cre¬
ated atmosphere, and development of
the main character, when their ap¬
pearance is present on stage.
Also, the set in Gannett, designed
by Assistant Professor of Theater Bar¬
bara Rogers, works well for the sort
of one-woman show that "Etta Jenks"
ends up being. The audience has to
be close to the performance to feel the
mood. Having the audience sur¬
round the actors helps create a feel¬
ing of being hemmed in, which is
similar to the main character's situa¬
tion.

Gina McMahon carries the show
strongly. Though her character's
changes are rough, she lets us into her
character's soul when Etta and Lana
struggle against each other. The
senses of being and non-being are vis¬
ible in her character, though there are
times when she seems to be strug¬
gling to interact with other characters
on stage rather than create her own
character.
Obviously, I didn't think a whole
lot of the writing behind the perfor¬
mance. However, every actor on
stage obviously enjoys what they are
doing, and are good at it. Though not
captivating, these characters are inter¬
esting and finely executed. The tal¬
ent on stage outweighs faults in the
design of the play, and is reason
enough to see the production.

Malachi Bergson '96, makes his acting debut while holding, in his possession,
a very large gun.__Paige Brovm photo.

Take your heart
to court.
Exercise serves you right.

Death is forever.
Heart disease
doesn't have to be.

Call 1-800-SOS-RADON to
get your Radon test information.
sepa

American Heart
Association
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Cornell

ates Crew had an impres¬
sive 1995 spring season to live up
to this year. Both the lightweight
men and the open women had
New England Championship titles
to defend in a more competitive
1996 field.
The lightweights went into the
weekend seeded third out of eleven
schools. We were happy with our
seeding because we didn't have the
pressure of being paced off of as
much. We raced a conservative
pace in the qualifying heat and
came in an easy second to UMass
Lowell. When the final came
around there were six schools rac¬
ing for the gold: Middlebury,
Umass Amherst, Umass Lowell,
URI, UConn, and Bates. We surged
for the lead position in the first
500m and set the pace for the full
2000. Bates' lightweights fought off
an aggressive sprint from URI to
take the New England title for the
second year in a row.
The Bates heavy men rowed a
strong heat but just missed quali-

Inside
the
Lines
fying as they were edged out by
Bowdoin. The men's and women's
novice eights both competed as
well coming in fourth and sixth re¬
spectively.
The morning's qualifying
heats of the women's open four
competition demonstrated that the
final would be a close race between
Bates and Wellesley. In the after¬
noon the two crews left the rest of
the pack far behind. At the 1000m
mark Wellesley took the lead all the
way to the gold. The Bates women
used their silver medal as an impe¬
tus for the Dad Vail nationals in
Philadelphia the following week¬
end where they made NESCAC
rowing history by winning the sil¬
ver metal behind Western Ontario.
Coxswain Magill Webber re¬
called, "We knew that Toronto and
Western Ontario would be tough.
We were just hoping for the bronze
medal. We were very surprised."
In 1997, Bates will be in for a diffi¬
cult time outdoing such a strong
spring season.

by Jeb Fowler, crew guy
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Track trio travels to throwing tops
by Dan Hooley
and Gabe Fried
It's an age-old adage in sports
and in life, that good things come in
threes. Be it three strikes thrown by a
pitcher to erase a batter, a deep shot
hoisted from beyond the arch in bas¬
ketball, or a end-over-end kick split¬
ting the uprights off the leg of some
frail kicker, three is divine in the ath¬
letic realm.
(Come to think of it, in life it's
bliss, too, as Jack Ritter and the girls
of Three's Company will no doubt at¬
test.)
So, track coaches Carolyn Court
and A1 Fereshetian—of the women's
and men's teams, respectively—were
no doubt just three steps from nirvana
when the trio of senior Jon Eden and
juniors Paul Kolter and Heather
Bumps ripped off awesome indi¬
vidual efforts this season that spelled
a trifecta for Bates, as each will take
the trek to suburban Chicago, Illinois
this week to compete in the Division
III National Championships at North
Central College.
For Kolter and Eden, the throw¬
ing circle is undoubtedly their do¬
main, as their heaves often set the
precedent to which others can only
hope to aspire. Despite the fact that
Kolter and Eden are incredibly close
in talent, as Kolter's farthest throw
of 170'7" is but five inches further
than Eden's best peg, to say that they
are similar would lack acumen.
Eden is short—vertically challenged
in the PC. vernacular—and by facial
expressions introspective to the
point where the unknowing would
assume that he's more the philoso¬
pher than the athlete.
Kolter, on the other hand, is the
antithesis of Eden. He is tall, wiry, and
so openly vocal at competitions that
one might look to and fro for a death
metal band after one of his signature
grunts.
However, where their personal¬
ties might clash like plaid and stripes,
their efforts and more aptly, their re¬
sults, are close to dead-on. Coach
Fereshetian, when asked to comment

inior Heather Bumps' great strength and technique has proved profitable
s she is currently ranked nationally as the third best javelin thrower in
•ivision III. This week Bumps and teammates, senior Jon Eden and junior
aul Kolter will travel to Chicago to compete in the Division III championC'C'niirt

on the efforts of these two athletic
behemoths, said, "For both of the
them [making nationals] is tremen¬
dous recognition for all of the hard
work they've done... [F]or Eden it's
extra special, as Nationals will be the

first time his parents will see him
compete—he lives in Chicago and
began doing track in college."
As far as their chances for mov¬
ing into the coveted All-America sta¬
tus, Coach Fereshetian is optimistic,

but reluctant to guarantee anything as
he said, "Both have a chance to com¬
pete for All-American honors."
Where Kolter and Eden must en¬
dure each other's looming shadows,
women's competitor Bumps stands
alone when it comes to throwing the
javelin. With a force than can only be
compared to the type of bombs
dropped by NFL quarterbacks,
Bumps throws with such loudness
that even the most stable competitors
hear noises in the night when the
daunting prospect of facing her lies
before them.
Although her best throw—
144'7" in a third-place showing at the
Open New Englands, a personal and
school best—helped to prompt her
status as the third ranked thrower in
Division III nationally, and would
give her ample reason to boast,
Bumps is so modest that to get her to
talk about her accomplishments
would be about as promising as try¬
ing to squeeze water from a rock. She
is incredibly humble, borderline gruff.
Yet to those that know her, drawing
attention to herself just doesn't come
with the package. As that famous
Rough-Rider once said, "Speak softly
and carry a big stick." No doubt.
Bumps' coach, on the other hand,
is as full of praise for her as Jack is for
Chrissy. Or Terri. Or Cindy. Accord¬
ing to Court, her star thrower's
strength lies in her "strength and flex¬
ibility... and her technique. Other
coaches take athletes aside and say to
them, 'Watch this girl, this is how it's
done.' She's progressed every meet
since her first one at Bates, and has
the ability to win Nationals," Court
continued.
Bumps has the distinction of be¬
ing the first three-time qualifier in Na¬
tionals in Court's sixteen years at
Bates (finishing forth last year), and
is a reigning all-American. This year,
she .was undefeated in her javelin
meets during the regular season and,
this past weekend, captured the
ECACs with a throw of i26'5" despite
poor weather conditions.
Modest she may be, but her ‘ac¬
complishments speak for themselves.

Wigton leaves winning whackers
by Cam Donaldson
Bates men's tennis took another
run at the NCAA East Regional Di¬
vision III title last weekend. They
beat Haverford 5-2, but then fell vic¬
tim to nationally-ranked Williams
by a score of 4-0.
"We had a nice win in the first
round," said Captain Mark Erelli
'96. "Unfortunately, we didn't get
the best of draws and had to play
the number one seed in the second
round. Williams has some fabulous
players and they could win it all. We
were not dishonored in losing to a
team like that. "
Erelli and Jeff Zink '96 had
Bates' only win against Williams, a
heated grudge match that ended with
an 8-6 tie breaker. Erelli and Zink en-

joyed exacting their revenge on the
same Williams duo that had

from Williams and it was my last
college match."

"He [Coach George Wigton] makes players
feel like giving more than a hundred
percent. He knows how to get that out of
you. It was an honor to play under him."
Mark Erelli '96

beaten them in last year's tournament. "That was nice," said Erelli.
"We finally took a doubles match

Bates had a strong showing
against Haverford in the first round.
Jeff Poleshek '96 and Dylan Stearns

'96 picked up a hard-fought 8-6 win,
while Loren Santelices '96 and Rob
Ruby '96 came through in a tie
breaker to give Bates one point in
the doubles round.
In singles competition, Erelli si¬
lenced his hapless opponent in
straighbgetS (6-2, 6-2); Brian Kend
'99 put on a clinic during his smoth¬
ering of Haverford's sixth singles
player (6-1, 6-0); and Steams (4-6,
6-1,6-4) and Lonnie Klein '98 (5-7,
6-1, 6-1) added wins to help Bates
into the second round.
The players gave it their all for
Coach George Wigton, who is re

Continued on Page 29
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Going Deep: an American in Scotland
by Jeremy Breningstall
TheTthiversity of Glasgow has
had an American football team for
about ten years, and were the na¬
tional champions in 1994. In the Brit¬
ish college league (I forgot what it's
called) as a whole, there are 28 teams.
The season goes pretty much yearround, in one form or another. Our
record this year so far has been 5-2-3.
The team's composition, aside from
myself, is Irish, Canadian, Scottish,
and English. I play tailback. The
regular portion of the season ended
in March, and we are now playing in
an 8-man league. We will be playing
a triple header (don't ask me—I don't
fucking schedule these things) on
Saturday, sort of a round—robin type
of thing at Leeds with four or five
teams participating. The team's
name is the Tigers, and after winning
games the tradition is to jump up and
down and sing "T is for Tiggers".
Because of the heavy emphasis
on soccer in the U.K., we have to
spend a lot of time playing on artifi¬
cial turf that was not really made to
absorb the impact of human bodies.

Sebastian Sosman drawing

The team has no outside coaching
staff, and is run completely by the
players. Because of this, as well as
the small size (I'm not really sure how
many people are on the team—

maybe 35 at the most) and the nature
of the competition, there is a strong
feeling of team unity. Along with
regular trips to the pubs, the team
also gets together for events like the
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Super Bowl, basketball games at the
gym, etc. On road trips the curfew is

Luck of
the
Scots ?
That's
simply
outra¬
geous!

Continued on Page 29

(That’s just the price. Wait until you experience the multimedia.)When you buy a Macintosh’ computer, you’re buying some of the most
advanced multimedia capabilities you can get in a computer. With built-in
stereo sound, video graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to
bringyour work to life. And there’s no better time to start creating thatwork
than right now. Because we’re offering special campus savings on selected
Macintosh computers and Apple” printers. With the sight, sound and
motion of a Mac! it won’t just be your eyes and ears that are bk
For more information visit us mi the Internet at httpMed. info.apple, com/

Your professors will be blown away too. So visit us today, and
look into the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best!

Buy a Mac'before you pack.

For all of your computer needs visit

Information Services
110 Russell Street or call 786-6376
Offers sbpum above expire May 15,1996. See your campus store for details about the Apple Computer Loan. ©1996Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter, Macintosh, Performa, PowerBook, StyleWriter and ‘The power to be your best” are registered trademarks ofApple Computer,
Inc. Mac and Power Mac are trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. All Maantosh'tptofiutersafe designed Mbd accessible to individuals With disability, lblearn more (U.S. jorUy)i call 800^00-7808-onTTY §00-7ffi:(k6Ql. ■
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Men’s lax finishes season with high hopes for ’97
by Cam Donaldson

valleys over the course of the sea¬
son," said co-Captain James Smith
'96. "We started with a bang against
Wesleyan, but then collectively col¬
lapsed in mid-season. Our loss to Ply¬
mouth State was a tough one. That
was definitely the low point of the
season."
Arsenault is quick to prophesy
that Bates will own victories against
Wesleyan, Tufts, and teams of simi¬
lar caliber next year. In two years, he
sees Bates taking a few from
Bowdoin and Amherst and giving

On paper, Bates men's lacrosse
didn't get much accomplished dur¬
ing its recent 78th season, which
ended last week with a 15-1 submis¬
sion to Middlebury. However, with
the help of some slick recruiting by
new coach A1 Brown, it is unlikely
that Bates will finish under .500 for a
long time to come.
"This was a building year at the
personal level," said co-Captain Matt
Arsenault '96. "This was the best
bunch of guys you could ask for and
we played very well as a unit. We
definitely moved in a positive direc¬
tion as we got used to our new
coach."
Although Bates had no trouble
coming together as a team, they of¬
ten took the field with a "meow"
rather than a roar. They opened up
at Garcelon Field with an inspired 8-

"This was a building year at the personal
level. This was the best bunch of guys you
could ask for and we played very well as a
unit. We definitely moved in a positive
direction as we got used to our new coach."

"He [Coach Al
Brown] brought a lot
of spirit to the team.
Over the season, our
team chemistry
improved ten-fold."

Matt Arsenault '96

James Smith '96
6 win over Wesleyan. Later in the sea¬
son, however, they capped off a
three-game winless skein with a
feeble 18-6 effort against Plymouth
State.
"We had our share of peaks and

sociation Division III poll. He also
runs two high school lacrosse camps,
which gives Bates an advantage over
other NESCAC schools in the scout¬
ing and recruiting department.
Besides an outstanding track
record and the connections to make
things happen, Brown brought many
"intangibles" to the Bates locker
room. "He brought a lot of spirit to
the team," said Smith '96. "Over the
season, our team chemistry improved
ten-fold."
Brown has already proved him-

Junior Chris Byrne and his teammates look forward to a strong season
next spring under the guidance on new coach, Al Brown.
Joshua Rosenblum photo

perennial NESCAC powerhouse
Middlebury a run for its money.
"I think Bates lacrosse will make
a major turnaround in the next few
years," said Arsenault. "Coach
Brown has really stepped up the pro¬
gram and brought a wealth of knowl¬
edge to the team. "
Brown came to Bates from
Alfred University, where he coached
for seven years and compiled an 8525 record. He has coached in the
NCAA tournament and led his
former team to top ten rankings in
the U. S. Intercollegiate Lacrosse As-

self invaluable outside of the locker
room and the playing field. His re¬
cruiting efforts are expected to yield
more than 30 first-year try-outs next
season. Josh Baschnagel '97, Carter
Jons '97 and Dan Peterson '97 will be
charged with leading the young lads
into battle as co-captains of next
year's squad.
"We plan on having an intense
pre-season," said Baschnagel. "We'll
be used to Coach Brown's style and
will have a larger team to work with.
We expect to be a much, much better
team next year."
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Men's tennis says goodbye to coach
Continued from Page 26

Mental illness has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first warning signs of a mental illness.
Unfortunately, most of us don’t recognize the signs.
Which is tragic. Because mental illness can be treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who get help, get better.
For a free booklet about mental illness, call the
National Mental Health Association:

1-800-969-NMHA.

E Nadonai

Lea™ to see the warning signs.

Mental Health
Association „

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.
American Heart
Association.,^^

tiring
after
manning the
helm for 31
years.
"He is the
best coach I
have ever had,"
said Erelli. "He
doesn't have
too much technical knowledge of tennis
but he has a
quiet, strong
presence out
there. He makes
players feel like
giving more
than a hundred
percent.
He
knows how to
get that out of
you. It was an
honor to play
under him. "
Wi g t o n
was named the
East Region
Coach of the
Year after leading the Bobcats
to a 12-2 record,
He leaves in his
wake a winning tradition
that has fashioned one of the
most successful
varsity teams at
Bates.
Senior Jeff Poleshek serves the ball
In addition
to an outstandto a frightened opponent.
ing coach, the
'Cats are losing
Puige Brown filioto
eight seniors
this year. Over
the course of
their college ca¬
reers, these players have driven Bates tennis into the upper echelon of Di¬
vision III competition. The team has churned out 49 wins in the last four
years while losing only nine. In addition, they have posted a 14-1 record
against in-state rivals, remaining undefeated for over three years until los¬
ing to Bowdoin this season.
"This is a wonderful way to go out," said Wigton. "They're a great
bunch of guys and they played some real gutsy matches against Williams."
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15 ates men's rugby fin¬
ished their first-ever "real" season
last week with a 14-12 win over
Bowdoin. Eighteen players, 13 of
whom were first-years, showed up
for Bates' most consolidated effort
of the spring season.
"This has been our first really
serious season," said Rugby Club
President Ken Kolb '98. "We have
a lot of young guys that have never
played before and everyone is re¬
ally gung-ho. "
Coupled with an enthusiastic
new coach and successful fund¬
raising, the rugby team's youth en¬
sures a long and prosperous future.
The spring season saw them finish
with a 1-5 record against some
rowdy competition. True to the
dogma of club sports, the rugby
team is more concerned with hav¬
ing a rootin'-tootin' good time than
winning games. Early in the season,
the Bobcats were overmatched and
outbeefed against the University of
Rhode Island and Rhode Island
College, but that doesn't mean they
didn't have a good roll in the mud

Inside
the

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

Lines

SM

1-800-AH A-USA1
This space provided as a public service.
©1994, American Heart Association

avoid any further storage headaches
Summer Storage for everything in your room

combine your stuff with a roommate's or
friend's and save money
On Campus Pickup and Delivery
for more information or to reserve space call
Storage for Students at 1-800-246-2698
From outside Maine dial 207-883-1324

while they were there.
"We just concentrate on hav¬
ing fun, learning the game and
playing smart rugby," said Kolb.
The lads of Bates College cer¬
tainly could have used a win ear¬
lier in the season against their arch¬
rivals from Exit 33. They were
ahead by five points with three
minutes to go, but Colby staged a
late rally to steal one from Bates.
In their recent game against
Bowdoin, the 'Cats were bolstered
by the efforts of track recruit
Charles Tucker '99, who played for
all of twenty minutes before scor¬
ing his first try. Chad LaFauci '99
tapped home a two-point conver¬
sion to put Bates ahead. Strong
man-to-man coverage helped the
Bobcats seal it up for their lone win
of the season.
Next year, Bates Rugby
will be rarin' to go against compe¬
tition from the BBC and beyond.
Experience gained this season will
certainly pay off next year in the
form of a few more victories. This
summer, the club's funds will be
used to send new coach Kevin
Cullenberg to a coaching clinic in
Massachusetts.
"We are psyched to have such
a great coach," said Kolb. "We have
been really pleased with him. He
has helped develop our young
guys, who are the future of the
team. "

by Cam Donaldson
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it out for your orthodontist bills.

Coughed
And

Wednesday, May

it up for your car insurance.

it over for that

Yet they still

fish

ifisist you

t&tlk,

accident.

call Collect.

Touched by their undying love, you spare them further expense.
You dial

1 800 CALL ATT.

1 800 CALL ATT always costs less than i-soo-collect.
And always gets you the reliable AKT Network.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That’s Your True Choice

AT&T
Your True Choice

• R>r interstate calls. Promotions excluded
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCL
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American football, Scottish style
Continued from Page 27
half an hour before game time (so
that they know you're there). On the
way home, it is the duty of the rook¬
ies on the team to entertain the vet¬
erans. They have to perform songs

tage not having grown up in a-foot¬
ball atmosphere, but they make up
for it by watching such films as
"Rudy" and "Necessary Roughness
for instruction.
Glasgow is a bit of a rough
town, and for home games we gen¬
erally

The team is at a slight disadvantage not
having grown up in a football atmosphere, but
they make up for it by watching such films as
"Rudy" and "Necessary Roughness" for
instruction.

or tell jokes or something of that sort,
and then the team votes to decide
whether they liked it or not. If they
didn't, you have to go again. The
overall emphasis seems to be just to
have a good time, with winning a
desirable component of that, but by
no means a necessary one. Practice
takes place about three times a week.
The team is at a slight disadvan-

like to have a few of the local tenyear-old delinquents around ("tell
them some English boys are coming
up"), just to remind the other teams
where they are.
Jeremy Breningstall is The Student's Scot¬
land correspondent and the starting tailback
for the University of Glasgow. He is roughly
5'6" and weighs no more than 140 pounds.

To date tke 1996 Senior Class Gift lias raised $1772
from 41 .6% of tke class.
The Senior Class Gift Committee would like to thank the following seniors
for their early support of this important endeavor:
Dileep Agarwal
Khurram Alam
Shara Alpern
Jill Ambrosino
Jessica Anthony
Matt Arsenault
Suzanna Baird
Mark Behn
Scott Boston
Scott Bourn
Kathleen Bowes
Michelle Bradford
Dave Brennen
Susan Brown
Tracy Brown ■
David Bullock
Bryan Burpee
Nicole Capuana
George Capuano
Preston Carey
Elizabeth Cashin
Kim Chabot
Katie Charlston
Allison Colbath
Jess Cornwall
Sarah Coulter
Mario Crestani
Cindy Dale
Kelly Danahey

Kyle Darling
Dianna Devlin
Melanie Donahue
Chris Eastman
Mark Erelli
Theresa Evenson
Sarah Farag
Rob Farrington
Michael Frankel
Leanne Franks
Sarah Fried Mark Fournier
Paul Fox
David Gair
Abigail Gallup
Kate Gaughan
Monique Girgis
Ben Godin
Chris Hallward
Devens Ha mien
Tasha Heath
Anne Heckscher
Hilary Holbrook
Erik Holm
Chris Holmes
Catherine Hosley
Erik Hummelman
Shilo Hutchins
Jamie Ippolito

Geoff Jarbeau
Alex Morton
Autumn Shurin
. Amber Jensen
Kate Munzig
James Smith
Ellen Johnson
Mitsuru Myochin
Kathleen Snyder
Erika Jones
Tim Naylor
Sarah Spitz
Brain Ketchum
Jennifer Neal
Mary Sporcic
Jordan Robert
Case Newberry
Alissa Stangle
David Kociemba
Arikan Olguner
Dylan Stearns
Lisa Kociubes
Charlie Page
Jess Sutton
Sarah Koehler
Teri Page
Breck Taber
Jodi Kopke
Phyllis Paparazzo
Mike Talmanson
Megan Lane
Ray Pavlik
Jamie Templeton
Oh Mee Lee
Myla Pazienza
Josh Thomson
Erika Lilja
Amy Peters
Chris Tine
Mick Maccaro
Chris Plourde
Amanda Trottier
Julie MacGregor
Sarah Pickard
Maura Tukey
Ellen Mahoney
Jeff Poleshek
Joe Tweed
Melissa Margarones
Brent Radcliffe
Tom Ulrich
Kate Martin
Marko Radosavljevic Jennie-Sue Walsh
James Maxwell
Faham Rashid
Andee Weaver
Dan McGee
Barbara Raths
Magill Weber
Meghan McGrath
Anne Reilly
Nicolle Winbush
Sarah Merriam
Vanessa Richards
Ben Woll
Chris Merritt
Zach Rowles
Melinda Wood
Katherine Michalewich Alison Rubenstein
Clovis Young
Brian Mikol
Jason Ryan
Steve Young
Jane Milkey
James Sanborn
Mindy Zaniboni
Yong-June Min
Dan Shaw
Jeff Zink
Nancy Monahan
Susie Shaw
Marc Zuccaro
Alicia Moore

The Gift Committee asks you to join them by making your donation to be a part
of this drive to reach an unprecedented 50% class participation.
If we achieve our goal of 50% participation, we will be given a $2000 BONUS.
Please help us reach this goal.

CAUTION:
CHILDREN NOT
AT PLAY.
Once, children spent their time
running and playing. Today, they’re
more likely to be found in front
of the TV. Encourage children
to be more active. Fighting heart
disease may be as simple as child’s
play. To learn more, contact
your nearest American Heart
Association.
You can help prevent heart disease
and stroke. We can tell you how. .

American Heart |
Association
This space provided as a public service
r 1992, American Heart Association

IF IT IS THE LAST
THING YOU DO.
PECYLCLE mS
PAPEP. THANK YOU
AND GOOD NIGHT.
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Demando okazi la korto
What mill you miss most about Question on the Quod?

"Steve's winning smile."
—Max Dawson I

"I won't miss anything at oil."
—Barbara Baths '36

"Steve Young's complete
revitalization of the sport."
—Jeremy lillano '3/

Reported by Steve “The Behemoth” Young

hAir
IMPACT
300 Main Street, Lewiston, ME

Discount for Bates
College students on
products & services

786-0089
In between Frye St. and
Mountain Ave.

"Uhat should I say again?"
—Melanie Armstrong 'S3

Photos by Sean Doherty

STUDENT SPECIAL

$6.99
LARGE 1 topping pizza

PERMS
HAIR WRAPS
TANNING FACILITIES

Attention Bates Students:
15% Discount with your Bates ID.

795-6778 • 77 Sabattus Street

•

••

783-2200 01
62 School St.

Tues. & Wed. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thurs. & Fri 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., Sat 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Life is full of questions. Some of them...are on the Quad.

•

Zl

DOMINO’S
PIZZA

HAIR CUTS
BODY PIERCING
NAIL CARE

FREE Delivery
ASK for the Student Special
DOMINO’S
PIZZA

aarcr/t ^ea/me&
r/l/ur (jav'e

